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tur, ingratus essem, si inerti ac turpi otio languesce
rem, et creditum mihi talentum humi defodiens, 
iuxto expectatoque fructu dominum defraudarem 
[ 1 ]). 

He recognized, on the other hand, that despite his 
unremitting efforts all that he had accomplished had 
really been quite little indeed (In quo etsi plus om
nino conor qua m possum, minus lamen praesto [2]). 

He hoped posterity would judge his efforts kindly 
(vtlongius progressus, quantum in me esset, prae
sentibus, posterisque prodessem [4]). 

Music, because instinct with rhythm and har
mony, describes the very being of God (Cuí enim rei 
potius seruire Musicam decet, quam sacris laudibus 
immortalis Dei a quo numerus el mensura manauit? 
[4]). 

Creation itself testifies to the divine harmony 
(cuius opera uniuersa ita sunt admirabiliter suauiter
que disposita vt incredibilem quandam harmoniam, 
concentumque pr~seferant et ostendant? [4]). 

Music is not man's invention, but his heritage 
from the blessed spirits (ante quam homines essent, 
in beatis illis mentibus esse inceperit [2]). 

Music of the right stamp serves not only to en
hance the splendor of the cult but also to excite the 
faithful (fidelisque Populi deuotionem Hymnis & 
canticis Spiritualibus dulcíus excitandam [3]). 

That which of itself is inherently good can-and 
often does-deteriorate in man's hands (Verum, id 
quod ferme accídit re bus omnibus, vt a bono prin
cipio exortae, in deteriorem plerumque vsum tor
queantur [2]). 

Nowadays, unfortunately, music does often serve 
depraved ends (Quippe ea improbi quidam, ac prauis 
moribus imbuti homines abutuntur [2]). 

Music can affect for good or ill the body as well 
as the mind (in animos influens, non animis so/u m 
prodesse videtur, sed etiam corporibus (2]). 

VICTORIA'S MASSES 

Logically, any study of the twenty authenticated 
masses131 ought to succeed examination of his motets 
-Victoria having based seven of the twenty masses 
on his own motets. He founded the following si~ 

n 1 J. Niles Saxton's unpublished Master's thesis, "Thc 
Masses of Victoria" (Westminster Choir Collegc, Princcton, 
N.J., 1951), was supervised by Professor Joseph Kerman. 

masses on motets published in his maiden book of 
1572: (1) Ascendens Christus, a 5 [1592); (2) Dum 
complerentur, a 6 [1576]; (3) O magnum mysterium, 
a 4 (1592]; (4) O quam gloriosum, a 4 [1583]; (5) 
Quam pulchri sunr, a 4 [1583); (6) Vidi speciosam, 
a 6 [ 1592]. One other mass-Trahe me post te, a 5 
[1592]-takes for its source the canonic motet of the 
same title published in his 1583 Motecta. 

In five of these seven parodies, the same number 
of parts are used in the source motet and in the mass. 
By way of exception, the Dum complerenlur Mass 
adds a voice and the Trahe me post te subtracts 
one.' 32 Of the source motets , those with titles (1), 
(2), and (6) in the above list extend to two partes
material from both partes always appearing in the 
parody. Thc 1572 so urce motets belong to these 
feasts: (1) Ascension, (2) Pentecost, (3) Circumci
sion, 133 (4) All Saints, (5) Conception, and (6) As
sumption of the Blessed Virgin. As for Trahe me in 
the 1576 motet collection, Victoria designates it as 
suitable for any feast of the Virgin. Thus, all seven 
source motets belong to feasts. In our own time Vic
toria's most frequently performed motets are his O 
vos omnes (with a text from Lamentations) and Vere 
languores. Never, though, did he parody any such 
languorous or grief-laden motet: only exultant ones. 
The joyous character of these source motets is etched 
in all the bolder relief by the climactic word with 
which each except O quam gloriosum and Vidi 
speciosam ends: Alleluia. 8oth partes of Ascendens 
Christus and Dum complerentur so conclude. 

For a second group of three parody masses, each 
a 8-the Salve Regino [1592] , Alma Redemptoris 
[ 1600], and A ve Regí na [ 1600]-he chose as sources 
not the plainsong Marian antiphons (as one might 
in advance suspect), but his own polyphonic settings 
of these same antiphons publishcd in 1572, 1576, 
and 1581. At one time or another, he pub1ished four 
different polyphonic settings of the Salve Regina 
(1572, a 6; 1576, a 5; 1576, a 8; 1583, a 5). lt was the 
third of these (1576, a 8) which served as the basis 
for his parody mass of the same name. A1though not 

' 12 Gombert's Beati omnes (a 4) and Media vita (a 5) Masses 
each are parodied on his own motets and each reduce the num
ber of voices in the source by onc. Reduction, however, occurs 
only rarely in Spanish parodies. 

'n In the present-day breviary, O magnum mysterium serves 
as the fourth responsory at Christmas matins (versicle added). 
1t has been deleted from thc Circumcision office to which it 
formerly belonged. 
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so prodiga! in providing published settings of lhe 
other Marian antiphons, he did lcave two settings of 
each. The dates and number of voices in the paired 
settings of these o1her antiphons-Aima Redemp
toris, A ve Regina, and Regina coeli-correspond so 
closely that sorne plan ami forethought can be pre
sumed. Of each, he left settings a 5 anda 8. Those 
a 5 were first published in his 1572 Motee/a, and 
those a 8 in his 1581 Cantica B. Virginis. lnleresl
ingly enough, his Alma Redemptoris and Ave Re
gina Masses (bolh of which were published for the 
first time in his last book of masses) levy material 
not from just one or the other of his polyphonic set
tings-the one a 5, the other a 8-but from both. 
Here, therefore, in his last book of masscs (the only 
book published in Spain) he tries a new track so far 
as parody technique is concerned-one which Mora
les may just haltingly have forecast in his Benedicto 
es coelorum when he extracted material from two 
different motets (of thc same name: one by Josquin, 
the other by Moulon), but which seems not to have 
been exploited by any other peninsular composer. 134 

In his last parody-his Laetatus sum Mass a 12 
[ 1600]-Victoria selected for a source the only one 
of his seven psalms conceived for the same large 
number of voices, Psalm 121 ( = 122 A. V.). For 
three choirs of four voices each, this psalm was first 
published as the concluding item in his 1583 
Motecta. Victoria again chose to parody not one of 
his psalms on sorne such plaintive text as "By the 
rivers of Babylon, there wc sat down, yea, we wept" 
(Ps. 136 = 137 [A. V.]), nor on a didactic text such 
as "Unless thc Lord build the house, they labor in 
vain that build it" (Ps. 126= 127 [A. V.]). Ralher, 
he chose to parody the one psalm 1hat begins wilh 
the words "l rejoiced." As for his choice of origi
nal material to parody, 1his general rule may be ad
duced: he uses only material originally conceived in 
conjunclion with joyous or hopeful texts. Even thc 
Salve Regina Mass, a 8, scarcely viola1es this prin
cipie: for in lhe parody he echoes those phrases from 
his original setting which belonged 10 ameliorative 
or hopeful pelitions; but nol the music for such 
phrases as gementes et flentes in hac lacrimarum 
valle ("groaning and weeping in 1his vale of tears"). 

In each of the following four masses, Victoria 
adopted as his model a motet or chanson by sorne 

114 Gombert in his Misso Forseulement used two models. See 
Reese, Music in the Renoissonce, p. 347. 

other composer: Gaudeamus, a 6 [ 1576]; Pro vic
toria, a 9 [ 1600); Simile est regnum, a 4 [1576]; Surge 
propera, a 5 [1583]. For sources, he chose respec
tively: Morales's Jubílate Deo omnis /erra, a feslal 
motel a 6 composed for the Nice peace parley of 
1538; C1ément Janequin's chanson a 4, La bataille 
de Marignan, celebrating thc French victory ovcr 
Swiss troops hired by the Mi1anese (during the bat
lle fought on the northern outskirts of Melegnano-
10 miles southeast of Milan-on September 13-14, 
1515); Guerrero's Septuagesima motel a 4 published 
in 1570; and Palestrina 's Visitation motet a 4 pub
lished in 1563. 135 Obviously, Victoria's penchant 
for parodying joyous sources carried through the 
whole body of his work: whether his source hap
pened to be his own motet or was a piece by sorne 
other composer. 

In arder to complete a survey of Victoria's sources, 
his four paraphrase masses must also be mentioned, 
each elaborating plainsong: A ve maris stella, a 4 
[ 1576), De beata Virgine, a 5 [1576), Pro defunctis, 
a 4 [1583], Officium defunctorum, a 6 [1605]. In the 
first of this group of paraphrases, he availed him
self of the plainsong hymn of the same title; in the 
second, of Mass IX and Credo 1; in the third and 
fourth, of the plainsong Office of the Dead and 
plainsong Requiem Mass. One mass, only, of the 
twenty published by Victoria seems to have becn 
freely composed-in the scnse that Palestrina's 
Missa brevis of 1570 or Papae Marcelli of 1567 is 
free-namely, the Quarti toni published in Victoria's 
third book (Rome: 1592). 

Of his 20 authenticated masses it will thus be seen 
that 15 can be classified as parodies (11 of which 
are based on his own, and 4 on other composers' 
material) , 4 as paraphrases, and 1 as a free mass. 
Palestrina, with whom Victoria is compared most 
frequently, left sorne 104 masses-of which 51 are 
classifiable as parodies, 35 as paraphrases, 7 as 
tenor, 6 as free, and 5 as canonic masses. Propor
tionately, parody looms as a much more important 
category in Victoria's few masses than in Palestrina's 
many. However, of Palestrina's 43 masses published 
during his lifelime (in thc following years: 1554, 
1567, 1570, 1582, 1585, 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593/ 4), 
twice as many must be callcd parodies (22) as 

1 JS For this date, see Le opere complete di Giovanni Pierluigi 
do Polestrino, ed . by R. Casimiri (Rome: Fratelli Scalcra, 
(1939), Vol. 111, p. ix. 
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paraphrases (11). In 5 of thesc 22 parodies, PaJes
trina used secular models-whereas only once did 
Victoria avail himself of a profane model. In 13 of 
the 22 parodies published during his lifetime, PaJes
trina turned to exterior models for source material, 
and in 5 to his own compositions. For a contrast, 
Victoria bascd only 4 on exterior sources but 11 on 
his own compositions. 

As for number of parts, Victoria composed only 
7 of his 20 authcnticated masscs a 4 and 4 a 5. The 
others call for larger groups: he having composed 4 
a 6, 3 a 8, 1 a 9, and 1 a 12. Guerrero, on the other 
hand, composed but one mass among his total of 18 
for so many as six voices-all the rest having been 
written a 4 ora 5. Of his 104 masses, Palestrina com
posed only 22 a 6, and 4 a 8: his other 78 utilizing 
a smaller number of parts. The fact that so many as 
9 of Victoria's 20 masses call for six or more parts 
contrasts strikingly with both Guerrero's and Pales
trina's proportions. 

Although Victoria calls for a larger number of 
parts in his choral ensembles, and is the first impor
tant polyphonic composer who published added or
gan accompaniments, his masses-so far as length 
is concerned-run considerably behind Guerrero's 
and Palestrina's. Dum complerentur, a 6[1516], his 
longest mass, reaches a total of only 657 bars. The 
Gaudeamus, a 6, in the same book extends to 655 
bars. Standing in third place among his masses, if 
length is the criterion, would be the Surge propera, 
a 5, from the 1583 book. Twelve of his masscs fail 
to rcach even 500 bars. On the other hand, only 10 
among Palestrina's 48 masses published before 1595 
fall below 500 bars. The Ecce sacerdos in Pales
trina's first book even totals 844 bars, and is there
fore 180 bars longer than Victoria's lengthiest mass; 
Palestrina's 45 masses published in 1554, 1567, 1570, 
1582, 1585, 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593/4, reach on aver
age 612 bars; whereas Victoria's 18 (Requiems ex
cluded) published in 1576, 1583, 1592, and 1600, 
extend to only 464. The following further break
clown m ay pro ve interesting. Palestrina 's Kyrie 
eleison movements average 71 bars; Victoria's, on 
the other hand, average only 50 bars. Palestrina's 
Glorias average 120 bars, but Victoria's only 106. 
Palestrina's Credos average 192 bars, but Victoria's 
only 170. For the rest: the average length of their 
Sanctus movements runs 141 against 92; and of their 
Agnus movements, 88 against 46. 

None of Victoria's masses includes so many as 
three Agnus movements and only seven masses in
elude so many as two.' 36 In his 1583 book, the O 
quam g/oriosum Mass, a 4, concludes with but a sin
gle Agnus movement. In his 1592 book, not one 
mass among the half-dozen contains as many as two 
Agnus movements: the Vidi speciosam lacking any 
"miserere nobis" movement and all the others in the 
same 1592 set concluding without any "dona nobis 
pacem." Palestrina, on the other hand, only once 
(Sicut lilium in ter spinas, a 5 [ 1590]) failed to include 
at lest two Agnus movcments. 

Such questions as those concerning the number of 
voices in Victoria's masses, and their over-all and 
individual-movement lengths, should not be asked 
merely for the purpose of tabulating general com
parisons with Palestrina 's usage. Rather, these and 
like questions should be asked to ascertain what 
trends, if any, Victoria followed during the quarter
century that elapsed between his first and last books 
of masses. In Palestrina's repertory, the same num
ber of masscs a 6 are to be found in his 1570 book 
as in his 1590. 1 f order of publication reflects chro
nology of composition, then we must assume that 
toward the end of his career Palestrina's tastes (so 
far as his preferred number of parts is concerncd) 
still remained quite static. With Victoria, on the 
other hand, his demands-insofar as number of 
voices is concerned-mounted steadily toward the 
end of his career: the 1592 book being the first to 
contain a mass a 8, and the 1600 book being the first 
to contain masses both a 9 anda 12. For another in
stance of Palestrina's conservatism: the over-all and 
individual-movement lengths drop only gradually 
from book to book. The average length of his seven 
masses in the 1567 is 606 bars; of the seven in the 
1582, 559; of the eight in the 1590, 535. Compared 
with this gradual descent, Victoria's masses tobog
gan down a runway. The average length of the five 
masses in his 1576 book is 597 bars; but of the six in 
the 1592, 376; and of the four in the 1600, only 363. 
Moreover, it was Victoria who after compiling all 
five masses with two different Agnus movcments in 
his 1583, parsimoniously confined himself toa single 
Agnus in every one of his 1592 and 1600 masses. 1 37 

116 Requiems not counted. 
'PNote also that the Osannas of both the Pro victoria and 

Laetarus Masses of 1600 (VicO, VI, 52, 54; 95, 97) are identical. 
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Seen in this kind of light, Victoria's personal pro
ccdures (and perhaps tastes) prove not to have re
mained static, but to have changed significantly 
during that comparatively short period of a quarter
century which separates his first from his last book 
of masses. In still other ways, the style of his masses 
can be secn to have changed justas sharply. Eight 
of t he masses published befo re 1600 conclude with 
a canonic Agnus-two of these being such elaborate 
specimens as an eight-in-four and a three-in-one. 
None of the 1600 masses, on the other hand, con
eludes with a canonic Agnus. Furthermore, the 1576 
book, and it alone, includes polytextual masses: the 
A ve maris stel/a, a 4, and the Gaudeamus, a 6. 138 

Only in his masses published in 1576 and 1583 did 
he bow to the time-honored custom of beginning 
each principal movement in a parody mass with the 
initium of his source motet. After the Surge propera, 
a 5, of 1583 (parodied on the Palestrina motet a 4 
published twenty years earlier) he henceforth showed 
scant respect for the initium of any source motet. In 
the later parodies he also became more and more 
cavalier in his treatment of still other material ex
tractcd from his sources. Indeed, he used his sources 
after the 1583 book not as quarries that should be 
systematically worked from the top downward, but 
rather as open pits that he could enter at any leve! 
that suited his fancy. For another matter, the ratio 
of free to borrowed material shifts drastically in 
favor of "free" in his last masses. A comparison of 
su eh mas ses as Surge pro pera [ 1583] and Laetatus 
su m [ 1600] strikingly confirms this generalization. 

Further proof that Victoria's technique of com
posing masses did not remain static but on the con
trary steadily evolved is to be found in the amount 
of repetition that he allowed himself in different 
movements. In his youthful Guerrero parody-the 
Simile est regnum coe/orum Mass, a 4-the first six 
bars of Kyrie 1 recur at the start of Agnus 1. 139 But 
so long as he contented himself with only a single 
small patch carried over from one movement into 
another, he broke no new ground: even Morales in 

1 JI 1 n Osan na 1 of the A ve maris stel/a Mass the tenor sings 
the hymn text, first strophe (VicO, 11, 15-16). Throughout Kyrie 
1, at the end of the Gloria, and throughout the last Agnus of 
the Gaudeamus Mass , eit her al tus ( = altus 11 of 1583 edition) 
or can tus 11 intones the first word of the plainsong incipit (VicO, 
IV, 1-2, 10, 27-28). 

1 l 9 VicO, 11. 21, 34. 

his Quaeramus cum pastoribus having carried over 
as much material. In his Gaudeamus, though not 
quite so abstemious, Victoria still repeated only the 
14-bar passage with which Kyrie 1 ends during the 
corresponding final 14 bars of the Qui tollis; 140 and 
mm. 88- 97 of the Credo (Et incarnatus) during the 
first 10 bars of Osanna 11. In the Dum complerentur 
(with which his first book of masses concludes) two 
passages are repeated in different movements 141 -

the last 20 bars of the Qui tollis equa1ing the Iast 20 
of the Et in Spiritum; and the last 8 bars of Kyrie 1 
equaling the last 8 of Agnus l. In the Missa Quam 
pulchri sunt with which his second book (1583) 
opens, the first 5 bars of Kyrie l are substantially 
repeated at the beginning of the Qui tollis. 142 In the 
O qua m gloriosum which succeeds in this 1583 book, 
the last 8 bars of the Qui tollis equal the last 8 of the 
Et in spiritum; 143 and the last 8 bars of Kyrie Il equal 
the last 9 of the single Agnus. 144 

Skipping over to the Salve Regina Mass, a 8, pub
lished in 1592, we find, however, that the number of 
repeated passages begins to rise. Measures 13-17 of 
Kyrie l equal, for instance, mm. 86-90 of the Gloria; 
mm. 1-7 of the Gloria equal 1-7 of the Agnus; mm. 
34- 42 of the Gloria equal 17- 25 of the Sanctus; mm. 
40-42 of the Gloria equal mm. 66-68 of the 
Credo. 145 A less exact kind of correspondence, but 
still an interesting similarity, will be found between 
the Domine Deus and the Benedictus. 146 Coming 
next to the masses published in his last book (1600), 
we discover that stilllarger blocs of repeated material 
are carried over from movement to movement. ln 
the Ave Regina, a 8, mm. 39-49 of the Kyrie (Il) 
equal mm. 15-24 of the Agnus Dei; and mm. 59-
72 of the Gloria vividly recall mm. 26-36 of the 
Sanctus. 147 In the Pro victoria, a 9, mm. 1-8 of 
Kyrie 1 equal mm. 1-8 of the Agnus; mm. 36-42 of 
thc Kyrie (Il) equal mm. 16-22 of the Agnus; mm. 
1- 3 of the Gloria equal mm. 83-85 of the Credo; 
mm. 28-34 of the Gloria equal mm. 83-151 of the 
Agnus; mm. 59-76 of the Gloria equal mm. 133-150 

140 VicO, IV, 2, JO. 
141 !bid., pp. 38-39, 46-47; 30, 54. 
142 VicO, 11, 38, 42. 
143 !bid. , pp. 60, 64. 
144 /bid., pp. 57, 68. 
14s VicO, IV, 73, 80; 75, 97; 77, 94; 77, 86. 
146/bid., pp. 78, 96. 
1"' VicO, VI, 4, 25; 9, 21. 
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of the Credo. 148 In his Missa Laetatus, mm. 87-106 
of the Gloria equal mm. 160-179 of the Credo. 149 

No account has been taken in the preceding para
graph of repetitions within the same movement. In 
all his polychoral masses these also figure promi
nently. To cite repetitions of more than one bar in 
the Ave Regina: in the Kyrie, mm. 1-83 = 83-161; in 
the Gloria, mm. 59-63 = 63-67; in the Credo, mm. 
34-373 = 37r41" mm. 914-931 = 932-943, mm. 944-
962 = 964-982; in the Sanctus, mm. 26-291 = 29-321; 
in the Agnus, mm. l-63 = 63-113. Or, to cite exam
p1es from the Pro victoria: in the Gloria, mm. 59-
641 =67-72.; in the Credo, mm. 133-138. = 141-
146.; in the Sanctus, mm. 21-25. = 25-29. (=47-
51. =51-55¡). Such repetitions as those just cited in
volve harmonic blocs. Always fond of repetitions 
and sequences in individual melodic lines, Victoria 
was to become ever more sequential and repetitious, 
so far as individual melodies are concerned, in his 
1592 and especially in his 1600 masses.t 50 

His modal preferences shifted strikingly between 
1576 and 1600. All five principal movements in ev
ery 1576 mass but one end on chords bui1t over G 
(masses with one flat in the signature: A ve rnaris 
ste/Ja, Gaudeamus, and Dum complerentur; or 
without flat: Sirnile est regnum): the exception be
ing the De beata Virgine, which-like all other para
phrases of Mass IX-mixes modes. All five principal 
movements in every 1600 mass, on the other hand, 
end on F-one flat being always specified in the sig
nature. In the 1583 book, the finals of the five parts 
of the Ordinary run thus: Quam pu/chri, F with flat; 
O quam glorioswn, G without flat; Surge propera, 
D without flat; Quarti toni, E; Trahe me post te, C; 
Ascendens Christus, G with flat; Vidi speciosam, G 
without flat; Salve Regina, G with tlat. Or, to rally 
the totals: seven masses in the first three books be
long to dorian or hypodorian, three to mixolydian 
or hypomixolydian, two to ionian or hypoionian, 
and one to hypophrygian. In the last book all four 
masses, on the other hand, are unmitigatedly in F 
Majar. Because every mass in this last book is not 
only polychoral but remains exclusively in F Majar 

141 /bid., pp. 26, SS; 29, 56-57; 30, 44; 33, 55-56; 36-37, 
48- 49. 

'
49 /bid .• pp. 72-74, 90-92. 

•soon sequences in Palestrina's masses, see Peter Wagner, 
Geschichte der Messe (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hiirtel, 1913), p. 
435. 

throughout, we might almost suspect that it was not 
Victoria himself so much as it was the monarch to 
whom the collection was dedicated-Philip Ill
whose preference for bright majar music determined 
the unanimous character of the book. 

But, on the other hand, if his last masses are even 
more uniformly major than Mozart's symphonies, 
Victoria does shift meter (from dup1e to triple and 
vice versa) with considerable frequency in these last 
masses. Whereas, except for the Osanna, there is not 
a bar of triple-meter music to be found in such early 
masses as A ve maris stel/a and Durn comp/erentur 
(1576), there are 134 bars of triple-meter music 
among a total of 355 in his Pro victoria Mass (1600). 
Thcse triple-meter shifts enliven every movement of 
the Pro victoria except the Agnus. The Christe elei
son is in triple throughout; as is also the Osan na; and 
in the Gloria and Credo, a half-dozen triple-meter 
passages intrude in medias res: thereby creating ex
actly the mood of "alarums and excursions" which 
should have been captured in such a battle mass. 

In surn: al! these many stylistic changes to be seen 
in Victoria's masses set him apart from the conser
vative Palestrina, and ally him, rather, with the pro
gressives of the late sixteenth century. Sorne critics 
have wished to compare him with El Greco. How
ever overdrawn these comparisons may have been, 
there is still one unobserved likeness that must here 
be mentioned. Both artists altered their styles as they 
matured. The two paintings by El Greco, "Christ 
Driving the Money Changers from the Temple"
the early version (with soft lines and conventional 
figure dimensions) now hanging in the Minneapolis 
Institute of Art; the later (with agitated lines and 
elongated figure dimensions) belonging to the Frick 
Collection-illustrate the shifts that overtook El 
Greco's style. 1 51 Art critics now prefer the later El 
Greco to the earlier, whereas music critics seem to 
prefer the earlier Victoriato the later: only the Offi
cium defunctorurn of 1605-which is in part a re
working of the Pro defunctis of 1583-escaping the 
general neglect that has befallen Victoria's later 
masses. 1 52 But no matter which is preferred-his 
later or his earlier style-at least it will be conceded 
that certain fundamental differences separate his 

1 so José Camón Aznar, Dominico Greco (Madrid: Espasa
Calpe, 1950), 1, 114; 11, 842. 

•H Collet in Le mysticisme musical espognol, pages 446-447, 
voiced an opinion that is still current. 
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First Kyrie and Christe in Victoria's Missa A ve Maris Stella (1576). 

1576 from his 1600 masses. The rapid tempo of his 
artistic evolution may be said to parallel El Greco's; 
whereas Palestrina's slower tempo parallels Titian's. 

Dccause of their a<.lmitted importance as monu
mcnts of Spanish art, Victoria's masses ought to 
havc provoked numerous individual analyses. The 
most rcnowned Spanish historian of this century 
docs not mention thcm individually by name, how
evcr, in his "La Música en España" (1943, 1944, 
1949). Just as Victoria's first pa1ron was the German 
cardinal Otto von Truchsess von Wal<.lburg; justas 
the first publication of his works outside Italy was 
the Dillingcn 1589 edition of his Cantiones sacrae; 
and just as the first modern reprints were those pub
lishcd at Rcgensburg in Proske' s Musica divina 
(1853- 1869); so also the first analyses of thcse masses 

seem to have appeared in Petcr Wagner's Geschichte 
der Messe, published at Leipzig in 1913. 153 

The first mass in 1576 invites comparison with 
Morales's like-named A ve maris stella Mass 
( 1544}. 1 54 Both masses break off into individual sec
tions at cxactly the same places in the wordy move
ments-Gloria and Credo; both reduce to three 
voices in the Et resurrexit and return to full choir at 
Et in spi ritum ; both again reduce to thrce voices in 
the Benedictus; both add an extra voicc in Agnus 11. 

1BWagner, op. cit., pp. 421-429. 
's• The A ve maris ste/la shou1d be of particular intere~t to Mu

dents of music in the Americas. lt was copied into thc celebrated 
Códice del Convento del Carmen (Osanna 11 and Agnus 11 
movement~ excepted) and was rcprinted from thal Mcxican 
\Ourcc in Je~ús Bal y Gay's edition, Tesoro de la Mlisica 
Polifónica en México, 1, at page~ 49-83. 
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Again, in such interior movements as the Christe, 
the Qui tollis, the Et incarnatus est, Et resurrexit, 
and the Benedictus, both composers choose to de
velop identical incises of the hymn. 1 ss Victoria's 
"original" counterpoint at the opening of his Agnus 
11 resembles Morales's at the opening of his Sanctus 
and Agnus l. Although none of these clues taken in
dividually seems wholly convincing, in the aggregate 
they do strengthen the likelihood that Victoria was 
well acquainted with Morales's mass. 

lf he was, he chose not to challenge the elder mas
ter on his own ground. Morales's mass-except for 
the solo movements-is canonic throughout. In other 
masses Victoria too includes formal canons; sorne
times even three-in-one specimens: but not anywhere 
in this mass. Rather, he here elects to alternatc para
phrase and can tus firmus treatments of the plainsong 
hymn, thus showing in this first mass his dislike of 
any too rigorous a scheme pursued throughout. The 
Christe eleison ends with eleven bars of treble breves, 
and Kyrie 11 closes with eight bars of tenor cantus 
firmus; the Gloria at "unigenite," the Credo at "Et 
in unum Dominum," and "Et vitam venturi sac
culi," show treble instances; lastly, the quinta pars 
in Agnus Il remains rather consistently a cantus 
firmus voice. For the rest, however, he paraphrases 
the hymn, oftenest in the top voice; or he constructs 
imitative points, using paraphrased incises of thc 
hymn as head motives. No doubt the Victoria mass 
on this account loses the consistency of the Morales. 
Victoria-still in his twenties-shows none of the 
eldcr master's adroitness at inventing original motifs 
that can recur as counterpoints to the plainsong 
hymn in such different movements as the Patrem 
omnipotentem and the Et in Spiritum Sanctum-or, 
over a stilllarger arch: in Kyrie 1, the Sanctus, and 
Agnus l. Morales's great architcctural gifts, dis
played in this mass and elsewhere, justly entitle him 
to comparison with Juan de Herrera; and it was just 
this talent that enabled hirn in his much longer mass 
to unify disparate age-groups of masonry into a con
vincing ami harmonious whole. Victoria, who al
ways chose to work on a smaller scale, did succeed, 
however, in leaving a much more genial and affable 
impression with his mass. The very transposition of 
the hymn up a fourth throws the vocal quartet into 
lighter and brighter registers. His unwillingness to 

' ss Collet 's an alysis of Victoria' s curieuse correspondance t hé
matique at pages 431-433 of Le mysticisme musca/ espugnol 
\Omewhat loses force by vinue of this discovery. 

commit himself to any single techniquc, paraphrase 
or cantus firmus, also prevents his manner frorn ever 
becoming tedious. A comparison of the number of 
printed accidentals is not so conclusive as it may 
seem-Victoria having been the first Spanish com
poser to spccify all, or nearly all, his required acci
dentals. But for what it is worth, Victoria's Kyrie 
movements contain eight or nine more accidentals 
than are to be found in the whole of Morales's rnass. 
Above all, his harmonies can always be analyzed in 
a rnodern G-minor sense, whatever the key signa
ture; whereas Morales's harrnonies, no matter how 
much ficta is applied, remain irretrievably modal in 
his A ve morís stella. 

Just as in his first paraphrase Victoria bows to the 
hymn that was above all others popular in sixteenth
century Spain (Antonio de Cabezón alone contrib
uted six versions of this one hymn to Venegas de 
Henestrosa's Libro de cifra nueva [Alcalá de He
nares: 1557)); 156 so also in his first parody mass he 
pays tribute to the composer who above all other 
sixteenth-century peninsulars was honored in the 
reign of Philip 11 as the glory of Spain-Francisco 
Guerrero. Simile est regnum coe/orum, in two partes 
(2d pars: Et egressus circa horam), was first pub
lished in 1570. Since Victoria would have been still 
only twenty-two when the source was published, he 
probably composed his parody after the motet carne 
out in print. Justas Morales honored Gombert, and 
Guerrero honored Morales, so Victoria pays tribute 
to his greatest Spanish conternporary when he places 
the Guerrero parody at the forefront of his first col
lection. Even if the position of this parody in the 
1576 Masses was not a conscious gesture, Victoria 
pays Guerrero special honor by being the very first 
of a long line of Spanish composers to publish a 
parody of a Guerrero motet. 

Victoria, always interested in mellifluous sound 
ami harmonic perspicuity, does not hcre attempt the 
kind of closely knit parody that Morales and Gue
rrero usually produced. Only in the Sanctus of this 
particular mass does he so cling to motives from the 
source as not to lose hold on them for even a mo
ment. The opening points of imitation in Kyrie l, 
Christe, Kyrie 11, Et in terra pax, and Patrem om
nipotentem share a common procedure. During 
each, he pairs the two lower and two upper voices. 
In doing so, he follows in Guerrero's footsteps
Guerrero having done the same at the opening of his 

'l6MME, 11, 121-131. 
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pars 1. The first eight bars of Victoria 's Kyrie 1 show 
how one pair of voices is answcred by the other. 

Not only at outsets of chief movcments but every
where else throughout his mass, Victoria lavishes 
care on motives drawn from Guerrero's motet. Kyrie 
11, Qui tollis , and the Sanctus con elude with the fi
nal incise of Guerrero'spars 2. However, the order 
in which motives from the source are brought for
ward within movements is subjcct to wide variation. 
No individual movement of Victoria's mass fails at 
least somewhere to allude ro the motet source. Nor 
does Victoria limit his allusions to Guerrero's head 
motive. By way of example, thc Benedictus a 3, 
which starts with an imitative point based on one 
voice from Gucrrero's head motive (dBcdG an
swered by GEFGC) reverts halfway through to an
olher Guerrero motive-lhe one associated with that 
pan of the motel text at mm. 53-55 which reads "in 
vineam suam." 

The text of Guerrero's Septuagesima motel (Matt. 
20: 1-2; 3-4) divides in lo nine incises for pars 1, and 
seven for pars 2. Of sorne interest is the fact that he 
should at least twice in his mass have made much 
of the incise at mm . 82-85 setting stantes in joro 
("standing in the marketplace" ). The last thrce 
measures of his Christe eleison and mm. 19- 21 of 
the Credo (unigenitum) quote this particular phrase. 

lt was Peter Wagner who in 1913 first pointed to 
the link that unites the Missa canonica (Prague: 
1580) of Jacobus Gallus [ = Jakob Handl) with Vic
toria ' s Si mi/e est regnum coe/orum. 1 s 7 1 f the breve 
rests are omitted Gallus's ingenious Missa canonica 
can be performed throughout as a mass a 8-the sec
ond quartet following canonically, hard on the heels 
of the first quartet. Gallus, a protégé of the bishop 
of Olmütz, finished his masses during a two-year 
period in thc latter's service, 1578- 1580. The Missa 
canonica, the last of his masses a 4 in the Prague im
print of 1580, was probably the last composed. 1 f so, 
the example of Victoria's Agnus 11 in the 1576 Líber 
Primus. Qui Missas, Psalmos, Magníficat .. . Com
plectitur may well have fired his imagination to the 
exploit. At all events, their mutually intimate deal-

•S7 Wagner, op. cit., pp. 424, 336-337. 

ings with the same youthful Society of Jesus would 
have brought the 1576 publication of the Collegii 
Germanici in Vrbe Roma Musicae Moderator to 
Gallus's immediate attention. 

Victoria concluded both his Quam pu/chri (1583) 
and Trahe me post te (1592) with Agnuses contain
ing a four-in-two canon; and his Ascendens Christus 
( 1592) with an Agnus containing a three-in-one 
canon. He concluded the following five masses: De 
beata Virgine and Gaudeamus of 1576, O magnum 
mysterium, Quarti toni, and Vidi speciosam of 1592, 
with Agnuses containing a two-in-one canon. But 
only in his Simile est regnum did he conclude with 
an Agnus containing so elaborate a feat as an eight
in-four canon. His preceden! for such extreme ar
tífice is to be found at pages 61-62 in the same motet 
collection of 1570 from which he culled his source: 
the examplc being Guerrero's own Pater noster, a 8 
(first published, 1555; reprinted, 1566, 1570). The 
elder master having set the pace, the younger bravely 
climaxed his tribute to the "sage of Seville" with an 
eight-in-four canon-and moreover, one which is 
not thcmatically independent of the Guerrero Simile 
est regnum motel, but on the contrary constantly 
weaves fragments into the canonic Iacework. 

The third mass in Victoria's 1576 book recalls the 
first in Morales's Líber primus of 1544: if for no 
other rcason than because both chose in their De 
beata Virgine Masses to paraphrase plainsong Mass 
IX and Credo l. However, the similarities extend be
yond those merely fortuitous likenesses to which a 
common source would give rise. Victoria has actu
ally quoted Morales. His Osanna 1, for instance, ex
tensively quotcs the Osanna 11 of Morales's De beata 
Virgine, a 4. Also, Victoria's Osanna 11 takes its cue 
from Morales's I, in that both draw out a canon 
based on the same plainsong incise. Significantly, 
Victoria includes a canon only in the Osanna 11 of 
his De beata Virgine Mass-no other Osanna con
taining one, nor for that matter any other movcment 
in his twenty published masses except Agnuses and 
the Crucifixus of his Alma Redemptoris Mass 
( 1600) . Another echo resounds at Victoria's "Qui 
sedes." Here, both composers simultaneously break 
into triple meter. Both return to duple ror the phrase 
"Quoniam tu solus." In his last Agnus, Victoria 
augmcnts to seven parts. Tenor 1 follows cantus 11 
in canon at the lower octave (not at tbe lower fifth, 
as Pcdrell would ha ve us believe). 1 ss 

• u VicO, 11, 116-118. 
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During the first four bars of "Qui sedes" the ju
nior composer's cantus duplicates the elder's tenor: 
both masters notating "Who sittest at the right hand 
of God the Father" with voids. At miserere nobis, 
on the other hand, Victoria suddenly shifts from 
voids to blacks in all parts. Since such blakcs are by 
no means a necessary, but merely an optional, 
method of notating the music that he conceived for 
"ha ve merey u pon us," they serve in alllikclihood 
as a means of contrasting the purity of Christ (who 
sits at the right hand) with the blackness of sinners 
(who implore merey). Such an interpretation will 
by no means seem fanciful to a student who has 
examined with care any of Victoria's personally su
perintended motet publications. Among the many 
instances of eye-music to be seen in his motets, as 
telling an example as any will be found at the out
set of his "De beata Virgine" moteta 6 published 
for the first time in the same Liher Primus. Qui 
Missas, Psalmos, Magníficat, ... A/iaque Com
p/ectitur (1576) that contains the De beata Virgine 
Mass now under discussion. Though headed by the 
duple signature, e, this motet, Nigra sum sed for
mosa ("l am black but beautiful"), begins with uni
form blacks in all parts: only reverting to whites for 
the last syllable of "beautiful." 

Another De beata Virgine Mass with which Vic
toria's Lady Mass a 5 can usefully be compared 
stands at the head of Palestrina's 1567 book dedi
cated to Philip ll. Victoria differs frm the Roman 
master on at least one crucial issue: the amount of 
degree-intlection specified in print. By actual count, 
Victoria in his Kyries prescribes 24 accidentals; in his 
Gloria, 60; in his Credo, 91. But the parsimonious 
Palestrina specified only a meager 2, 8, and 15 in 
these same movements. 

No ingenious application of ficta can turn Pales
trina's melodic lines into a counterfeit of Victoria's. 
Throughout his De beata Virgine Mass, Victoria in
sists upon such stepwise progressions as f, g, f~; or 
f=, g, f[q]; or bb, e, b[q]; or b, e, bb-in other words, 
a semitonal ascent followed by a whole-step descent; 
or vice versa. Below will be seen sorne eighteen ex
amples choscn at random from Kyric and Gloria 
movements of his De beata Virgine. 

Each shows the same type of melodic progression. 
Each has been checkcd against 1576 and 1583 im
prints of this mass. These examples can be matched 
with similarly mannered melodic progressions taken 
from any early or late Victoria work whatsoever. For 
those who wish to see the surrounding polyphonic 
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complex, the following eighteen melodic snatches 
can be conferred with Pcdrell, VicO, ll, 93- 101 
(Kyries: beginning at mm. 4, 9, 12, 20, 33, 50; 
Gloria: beginning at mm. 11, 18, 28, 32, 37, 48, 59, 
77, 83, 103, 113, 114). 

Victoria's De beata Virgine in both 1576 and 1583 
imprints shows one or two niceties not to be sur
mised from Pedrell's edition. For instance, Et in 
terra pax, Domine Deus, and Qui tollis-that is, the 
movements of the Gloria-carry e instead of Vic
toria's customary <t for their mensuration sign. 
(Morales also cmployed e, by way of exception to 
his usual <t, for the signature in certain movements 
of his De beata Virgine Mass, a 5.) That Victoria did 
not choose e haphazardly may be inferred not only 
from the fact that all Gloria rnovements carry it, but 
also from its rccurrence in all voices after the mo
mentary shifts into <Dl at "Qui sedes" (mm. 91-
102) and "Cum Sancto Spiritu" (mm. 124- 126). In 
contrast with the <D1 proportional signature at both 
" Qui sedes" and "Cum Sancto Spiritu" of his De 
beata Gloria, he employs <J)~ for shifts to triple in 
such a Gloria as that of his Surge propera Mass (the 
basic meter of thc Surge propera Gloria is <t instead 
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of C). One other nicety in his De beata: the bassus 
in Kyric, Gloria, and Sanctus carries the baritonc 
clef; but in Credo and Agnuscs, the bass clef. 

Gaudeamus, the fourth mass in Victoria's 1576 
set, no longer betrays a mere affinity with Morales 
but is actually parodied on thc elder's 1538 peace 
motet. This mass and Surge propera (1583, PaJes
trina parody) sharc thc distinction of being his two 
masscs in which all the principal movements open 
with thc head motive from the source. Although 
both the Jubilate motel and the Gaudeamus Mass 
call for six voices, Victoria specifies CCAATB: 
whereas Morales had called for CAATTB. Such a 
rearrangement naturally enhances the brilliance of 
the mass.' 59 (Eisewhere, for that matter, Victoria 
consistently prefers light, high voices. In this 1576 
book the "bass" of both A ve maris stella and Si mi/e 
est regnum carries tenor clef; and in Kyrie, Gloria, 
and Sanctus of the De beata Virgine, baritone clef.) 
To afford as much variety as possible Victoria 
chooses a different vocal combination in each of the 
Gaudeamus solo movcments. In the Christe, he calls 
for CCAT, in the Domine Deus for ATB, in the 
Crucifixus for CCAA, and in the Pleni for AATB. 
Only in the Pleni does he retain the Gaudeamus 
melodic ostinato that gives the mass its name. In the 
Benedictus (thc fifth and final solo movement) he 
reverts to the samc CCAA combination already used 
in the Crucifixus. 

Not only does he so faithfully follow usual prac
tice as to begin every principal movement in the 
Gaudeamus with the motel head motive, but also he 
hews to convention in this same mass when he clases 
both Kyrie 1 and Qui tollis peccata with the scven 
bars that end pars 1 of the motel. In the last seven 
bars of Et in spiritum he quotcs the concluding sevcn 
of pars 2. The intermediate material from the motel 
of which Victoria makes perhaps most telling use 
will be found at mm. 71-74 in the source. 8oth the 
Et incarnatus (Credo, mm. 88-97) and the first ten 
bars of the Osanna following the Benedictus quote 
this material (extended by repetition). However, he 
changes Morales's layout of voiccs so that CCAATB 
(Pedrell edition) replaces Tcnor-Sextus-Cantus
Aitus-Bassus in the sourcc. This particular patch of 

1 s 9 Morales's Jubila te Deo omnis terra, o 6, composed for the 
June 1538 peace celebration at Nice between Charles V and 
Francis 1 (instigated by Pope Paul 111) ranks as a crown jewel 
among his motets. 

quoted music sets the words O jelix Paule, O vos 
jelices principes (O happy Paul, O you happy mon
archs) in the motel. 

In Morales's Jubilare, the ostinato-a voice apart 
-is not imitated by any of the five other voices. In 
the mass, the ostinato, though still a voice apart, 
does occasionally provoke a melodic imitation in 
such movements as the Qui tollis ("Quoniam tu so
lus") and Et in Spiritum ("Qui cum Patre"). In 
Kyrie 1, at the close of Qui tollis, and in Agnus ll, 
the ostinato-bearing voices break out with the word 
Gaudeamus. At other times Victoria fits the liturgi
cal words to the melodic ostinato. In Agnus 11 an 
added tenor swells the number of parts. Cantus 11, 
followed by tenor 1 (in canon at the suboctave), sings 
the plainsong introit during this last climactic move
ment: both rcpeating not only the introit incipit (five 
times) but here also the catchword Gaudeamus. 
Never perhaps in sixteenth-century music has such 
a merely occasional work as Morales's motet been 
lifted to loftier heights that in this mass. If for no 
other reason then because it conjoins the two most 
celebrated names in Spanish Renaissance music it 
should be known. Better still, its intrinsic worth does 
both masters the highest honor. 

In Dum comp/erentur, a 6, the mass with which 
the 1576 book clases, Victoria parodies his own Pen
tecost moteta 5 published in 1572. In contrast with 
the Guerrero and Morales motets of two partes 
chosen for earlier parody in this book, Victoria's 
original 162-bar motet is in responsory form. The 
amount carried over from pars 1 into pars 2 occupies 
half the motet. Pars l extcnds to 86 breves, the last 
41 of which are repeated at the clase of pars 2. As 
is Victoria 's practice, he opens both partes of his 
motet with points of imitation combining two head 
motives. The opening point of his Dum compleren
tur motet (VicO, 1, 59) reads thus: 

His task at the outset in his mass of thc same name 
(VicO, IV, 29) becomes their rearrangcment: 
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The Et in terra pax opens exactly as does Kyrie l. 
Even when at Domine Deus he reduces to four voices 
for a solo movement, he still busies himself devising 
a new ABAB combination (VicO, IV, 35): 

In the Benedictus, he ornaments his "A" motive; 
working both "A" and "B" in double harness 
(VicO, IV, 51): 

In Agnus 1 he embellishes both "A" and "B" mo
tives160-driving even the ornamented versions as a 
team, however (VicO, IV, 53): 

Only at the beginning of the Sanctus does he devise 
truly free counterpoint to motive "A." 

Four sections begin with conventionally mono
thematic points of imitation: Christe eleison ( = 
bassus, mm. 19-21 in source), Kyrie li (=cantus, 
mm. 35-37 in source), Crucifixus ( = motive "B," 
extended), Pleni sunt. Two movements start with 
motives from the source riding the waves of freely 
invented homophony: the Qui tollis (altus 11 = mo
tive "A," extended), and Et incarnatus (can tus = 
cantus, mm. 70-74 in source). Both the Qui tollis 
and the Et in Spiritum Sanctum clase with identical 
20-bar passages, cxpanding the refrain of the source 
(mm. 70-86= 146-162 in motet). 

In the final Agnus he forgoes canon. But he does 
epitomize the motet. Motives "A" and "B" inter
twine everywhere. Among the transformation of 
"A," the following are perhaps the more important: 

160 Embellished "b" = motive in bass at mm. 19-20 (source). 

gec-626 23 
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During the sixteen-bar peroration, this last variant 
of motive "A" (first heard in the bassus) alternately 
bolsters the other six voices and floats on the crest 
of the polyphonic sea (in cantus l amJ 11). The sharp
ing of the second note in the last variant harks back 
to mm. 3-4 of the source motet. Victoria, the first 
peninsular composer to specify precisely the acciden
tals that he desires, makes it plain throughout both 
his motel and mass that for him q ande~. Fq and 
F~. are freely interchangeable notes in any point of 
imitation (mm. 4 [tenor 11], 11 [bassus], 17 [tenor 
11], of Kyrie 1; and passim). 

Victoria's second book of masses (1583) bears the 
interesting title Missarum Libri Duo ("two books of 
masses")-the obvious reason being that it contains 
all five of the 1576 masses, plus four previously un
published masses. The new additions comprise not 
just thc Pro defunctis (which Pedrell wished to list 
as the only new mass in this 1583 book) 16

1 but al so 
two parodies a 4 of original motets-Quam pu/chri 
sunt and O quam gloriosum; and a superb parody 
a 5 of Surge pro pera from Palestrina 's Motecta fes
torum totius anni ... quaternis vocibus ... Líber 
primus (1563). 

The three parodies in his 1576 book were modeled 
on motets of two parles; but the three parodies 
added in his 1583 book are modeled on motets of 
one pars. In the Quam pu/chri Mass he weaves new 
material into the opening points of Kyrie 1, Et in 
terra pax, Patrem omnipotentem, Sanctus, and Ag
nus l. In thc O quam g/oriosam-departing from his 
custom-he quotes not just individual motives from 
the source but transfers intact whole blocks of poly
phony from motet into mass. In the Surge propera 
he pays homage to Palestrina with a fcw consistently 
monothematic points of imitation: the head motives 
of which derive exclusively from the sourcc without 
any admixture of freely invented material. 

161 VicO, Vol. VIII, p. xxxiii, n. 1; also Tomás Luis de Vic
toria (1918), p. 74, n. l. 
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Palestrina, senior though he was to Victoria, 
awaited the example of Victoria's Dum compleren
tur Mass before embarking upon his first parody of 
an original motet. His Missarum cum quatuor et 
quinque vocibus liber quartus of 1582 is his first 
book to contain such a parody (the Lauda Sion Mass 
opening this book is based on his own motel pub
lished in 1563). Because of the closeness of publi
cation dates, a comparison of Palestrina's parody 
procedures in the Lauda Sion Mass, a 4, with Vic
toria's procedures in masses similarly modeled on 
original motets should have value. In both the 
Christe and the Kyrie 11 of the Lauda Sion Mass, 
Palestrina, like Victoria, combines newly invented 
countersubjects with head motives from his source. 
But thereafter in his mass he dismisses these coun
tersubjects, as if they are merely ad hoc matter un
worthy of further consideration. Victoria, on the 
other hand , returns to his countersubjects time and 
again in later movements. For example, the counter
melody (altus) at the outset of Kyrie 1 in the Quam 
pu/chri Mass (VicO, Il, 38): is not immediately 
thereafter dismissed frorn service with an "honora
ble discharge"; but is instead pressed into duty in 

every one of the four voices during Kyrie 1; and 
again combined with the same head motive at thc 
outset of both the Qui tollis (VicO, li, 42) and (mi
nus the first note) the Patrem omnipotentem. lt is 
this exalting of his newly invented countersubject to 
equal dignity with the derived head motive which, 
for a first contrast, distinguishes Victoria's method 
from Palestrina's. Second: Palestrina throughout 
each major movement borrows material from the 
so urce in seria ti m order. Victoria, while beginning 
every principal movement with the initial motive 
from the source motet in such a rnass as Quam pul
chri (f a bb a), thcreafter does not bind himself to 
any rigorous plan. In the three sections comprising 
the Gloria, for instance, he cites successively material 
to be found in the motel at mm. 1-5 ( = 1- 5, Gloria), 
9- 15 ( = 7-11), 70-75 ( = 20-25), 58-64 (=37-43), 
78-85 ( = 45-52); mm. 1-3 in combination with mm. 
78-80 ( = 53-55); mm. 1- 5 ( = 75-80}, 29-34 ( = 110-
115), 72-77 ( = 128- 136). 

In both Agnuses l(a 5) and Il (a 6) of the Quam 
pu/chri, Victoria constructs canons: the first at the 
unison between the two tenors, the second (of a 
four-in-two kind) between paired cantus and paired 
bassus voices. Thc two canonic Agnuses are thus 
cemented: the Agnus 1 canon, which opens with the 
derived head motive (tenor 1 dux, tenor II comes), 
is encased within a newly invented countersubject 
moving in tenths (VicO, ll, 53): 

~~~~· ~ r. [. .. t . ~ r 
T~norl 
BusuJ 

This countersubject (plus-signs) then in turn becomes 
the initium of the paired canonic voices in Agnus II 
(VicO, 11, 54): 

During the four-in-two canon, cantus I and bassus 
1 move almost exclusively in tenths. In consequence, 
can tus 11 and bassus I 1 (following at the unison) 
travel usually in tenths. Although this parallel mo
tion inevitably reduces the four-in-two canon to less 
of a pyrotechnic feat than Guerrero or Lobo might 
have carried off, such continuously mellifluous mo
tion between pairs of outer voices undoubtedly viví
fíes the idea of Quam pu/chri sunt gressus tui ("How 
beautiful are thy footsteps") better than would a 
more cerebral solution of the canonic problem. 
Sorne might even claim that Victoria never intended 
by a four-in-two canon to exhibit learning, but in
stead to illustrate in musical terms the pursuit of 
"bcautiful footsteps." 

The O quam gloriosum, a 4, modeled on the All 
Saints' motet a 4 with which his 1572 Motee/a be
gan, has received as many accolades as any Victoria 
mass. Tovey chose the motet as "one of the most 
perfect examples existing," and printed it en tire in 
his article on "Motet" for the fourteenth edition or 
the Encyclopaedia Britannica (XV, 851-852). In his 
article on "Mass" in the same encyclopedia, he in
serted short excerpts from Kyrie 1, Christe, Kyrie Il, 
the Et in terra pax, and the Osanna (ibid., XV, 24-
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25) to illustrate Yictoria's application of the parody 
technique. Peter Wagner also attested the extraordi
nary popularity of this particular mass162-reprinting 
excerpts from both Kyrie 1 and the Patrem omnipo
tentem. Withal, the mass cannot be called Victoria's 
most typical. For example, he never once refers to 
the opening incise of the source anywhere in the 
mass. For another matter, he transfers the whole 
polyphonic complex from motet into mass in such 
movements as Kyrie 1, Christe, and Kyrie 11; but 
quotes only individual lines from his source in the 
other masses described previously. When not avail
ing himself of the whole complex, he composes so 
independently of his source in O quam gloriosum as 
to give the impression that this is a free, instead of 
a parody, mass. It also seems less than typical for 
him to have concluded without a canonic Agnus, es
pecially when the roll is called of those masses that 
do so conclude-Simile est regnum, De beata Vir
gine, Gaudeamus, Quam pulchri sunt, O magnum 
mysterium, Quarti toni, Trahe me post te, andAs
cendens Christus. 

In Surge propera (found to have been parodied on 
Palestrina's motet by Gustave Reese), all the prin
cipal movements commence with the head motive of 
the source; so do certain intermediate sections as 
well: the Crucifixus, Et in Spiritum, and Bencdictus. 
At the outset of three sections (Kyrie 1, Et in terra 
pax, and the Benedictus) Victoria bandies only Pa
lestrina's head motive in the points. Since the parody 
calls for five voices, and the source for only four, his 
abstemiousness in these few opening points recalls 
the opening points of his Guerrero parody. In the 
Palestrina parody, he returns to his more usual 
method in the opening points of Patrem omnipoten
tem, Crucifixus, Et in Spiritum, Sanctus, Agnus 1 
and Il, cach of which incorporates original material. 
He betrays his artistic individuality when he throws 
a wimple around the Palestrina head motive at its 
every appearance (except Et in Spiritum Sanctum)
thus softening it: 

Palcut&na G .V.47. 
~· IJ r f+F!Trlr F 

Sw-· gc pro- ~- ra. •· ma ca rM· a. 

Vi<t'OIII #i<Q, 11. 119. 

~ 1 J orrazr-r 1 r r 1 
11 

K1 . ri · e e - le · i · ~en. 

162 Wagner, op. cit., pp. 424- 426. 

He cites four or five other motives from the source 
with sorne frequency. The last of these also becomes 
more graceful in his transformation: 

Plf', V, 49 Polntnn• 

t• 1 rrttr:=r+F+t -r=a 1 r 
1• tcm · pu-s pa · tt • u · o · nts ad - {nn~e) 

'[Gloria) (VttO, 11, 126.) Voctona 

~ • r r r+±f+Hi+:Jt •r r 1 
t2l Tu so· lw Do • · -mi · nus 

Other motives that find their way into the parody 
come in the motet at mm. 26-28, altus (" Jam enim 
hiems transit" = Kyrie 11 [mm. 47- 49), Patrem om
nipotentem [mm. 64-67], Et in spiritum [mm. 180-
183, 220-223], Agnus 1 [mm. 1-4)); mm. 29-35, 
cantus ( = Kyrie 11 [mm. 50-55], Et in terra [mm. 
23-27], Patrem omnipotentem [mm. 65-79], 
Crucifixus [mm. 109- 112], Et in spiritum [mm. 
221-226)); mm. 42-27 ("imber abiit"=Et in terra 
pax [mm. 40-44] , Et in Spiritum Sanctum [mm. 
198-202)); mm. 57- 62 ("flores apparuerunt" = 
Christe [mm. 26- 40), Patrcm omnipotentem [mm. 
31-34) , Crucifixus [mm. 132-135), Sanctus [mm. 
15-20, mm. 23- 29]; Osanna Il). 

Surge, propera 
In V1sltat10nt ~arac Manac 
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The countersubjects that he compases to match 
Palestrina's head motive in the opening points of the 
Patrem omnipotentem and the Et in Spiritum are 
sufficiently alike to justify the supposition that he in
tends a cross-referencc. However, in only one point 
of imitation-that which opens Agnus 11-does Vic
toria seem to have tried combining two motives from 
thc source. Hcre the cantus sufficiently resembles the 
altus at mm. 26-28 of thc motet: 

P'l', V, 47. 26 Pal<>lrina 

Alnos &1 J J Jll ¡"J J 1. 
JaiD r - nuo tu· cmt m.D · $4 it 

V...O, 11, 141. J «""' O.· ~ J J Vl('(ona (i) 

~~~~ ' : 1 ; J ~; t 1 ~ ~ b u 
A- pw 0.· (t) 

to suggest that Victoria deliberately intends working 
two differcnt motives from his source in double har
ness. Even so, the allusion is not exact. Unlike Mo
rales, whose skill at combining disparate motives 
from his sources can never be praised su fficiently, 
Victoria seems always to have placed sheer beauty 
of sound and an easy flow of tonic-dominant har
mony ahead of all other goals. 

Victoria's Surge propera Mass extends to 633 bars 
(Kyrie: 25, 21, 20; Gloria: 154; Credo: 238; Sanctus: 
46, 56; Agnus: 35, 40). In thc 1583 imprint of this 
mass he specifies a total of 362 accidentals (Kyric: 
12, 7, 12; Gloria: 91; Credo: 133; Sanctus: 25, 39; 
Agnus: 22, 21). Of these 362 accidentals, 227 are 
sharps. Thus, his accidentals here (as in De beata 
Virgine) reach a surprising total. On average, he re
quires more than one in every other bar of Surge 
propera, with sharps in every third bar. The PaJes
trina source motet, on the other hand, lacks so much 
as a single accidental anywhere (either in 1571 or 
1590 reprints: no known copies of the original Ro
man edition of 1563 survive). The Palestrina mas~ 
a 5 in dorian, published in 1 582-Eripe me de ini
micis meis-can also be compared fruitfully. This 
mass, parodied on aJean Maillard motet (1559), was 
originally published without any title other than 
Missa prima: it remaining for Haber! to christen it 
when he published Volume XIII of the complete 
works. The hcad motive closely resemblcs the "origi
nal" hea<.l motive conceived by Palcstrina for his 
Surge propera motet. lndeed, the Eripe me head mo
tive matches with the Surge propera in every respect 
save rhythm: 

' P'l'. XIII, )9. e 1 ,) 1 r 
Polatrino 

r1rrrr1t 
Kr· ,;. c. K. y· n• C C· Je.. 1• IOD. 

Palestrina's Eripe me Mass extends to 695 bars (24, 
30, 25; 125; 204; 116, 76; 47, 48). However, a total 
of only 145 accidentals can be found in the original 
imprint (5, 7, 6; 28; 57; 25, 3; 5, 9). Ofthese 145 ac
cidentals, sorne 65 are sharps. In Victoria's slightly 
shorter parody mass, published one year Iater, in the 
samc number of movcments and same mode, call
ing for the same number of voices and using an 
almost identical head motive; the junior master on 
the other hand calls for considerably more than 
twice as many accidentals, and-more amazingly
three and a half times as many sharps. This compar
ison between Palcstrina's rate of degree-inflection 
and Victoria's can be made between almost any two 
masses of these masters, with analogous results. 
Whatever their unstated preferences, at least Victoria 
was vastly more concerned with printed degree-in
flection than was Palestrina. 

As every student of the period knows, the compo
nent elements of a sixteenth-century polyphonic Re
quiem were not standardized. Therefore, the first 
question when any Missa pro defunctis is under dis
cussion must be: "what movements are included?" 
Morales's Requiem a 5, printcd in 1544 (Missarum 
líber secundus), differs from Victoria's Pro dejunctis 
in containing only such sections as belong to a Mass 
for lhe Dead. We must look to Morales's Ojficium 
de}imctorum for the invitatory, psalms, Iessons, and 
responsories sung, not al Mass, but (as the title im
plies) in the burial office. Palestrina's Missa pro 
defunctis, u 5-printed in his first book (1554)
resembles Morales's in including only such elements 
as belong properly toa Mass. Even those which he 
selccts from the Mass, however, are so few in num
ber that his Pro defunctis extends to but half Mora
lcs's length. He omits even the introit that gives the 
Rcquiem Mass its name, and begins instead with 
Kyrie-Christe-Kyrie movements. He then skips over 
the gradual and sequence that Morales included
proceeding directly to the offertory, Domine J es u 
Christe; adds a polyphonic setting of its versicle, 
Hostias el preces; continues with Sanctus-Benedictus; 
and concludes with Agnuses. 163 None of his move-

163 PW, X, 138- 152. 
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ments opens with a plainsong inc1p1t; none is a 
cantus firmus movement. Guerrero's Pro defunctis, 
a 4 (1566) resembles both the Morales and the 
Palestrina in including only such elements as be
longed toa Mass for the Dead (but according to pre
Tridentine Braga usage). Opening with a setting of 
the introit, the Guerrero 1566 Requiem proceeds 
thence to the Kyries and to the gradual. Especially 
fine are his polyphonic settings of John JI :25-26 
and Psalm 41 ( =42]:2-3. Then comes a setting of 
thc offertory; next, Sanctus-Pleni-Osanna followed 
by Benedictus-Osanna; then three Agnuses; and 
lastly a communicanda ( = communio), a 5 (Lux 
aeterna). As with Morales's 1544 exemplar, and in 
contradistinction to Palestrina's 1554 Requiem, Gue
rrero's 1566 Missa pro defunctis made a frequent 
feature of printed plainsong incipits. 

Guerrero published a second Requiem in 1582. 
What distinguishes his second from his first is thc in
sertion not only of a six-voice motet, Hei mihi Do
mine, before the Agnuses; but also his concluding 
the second Requiem with a responsory and versicles 
that belong to the E.xsequiarum ordo (burial service). 
In the burial service, the Libera me responsory with 
its three versicles-Tremens factus, Quando coeli 
movendi, and Dies illa-comes immediately before 
the last prayers. Victoria, like Guerrero in 1582, 
closes his Pro defunctis (1 583) with these same bur
ial service additions. When rcpu blishing his 1583 
Requiem in 1592, Victoria appended still another 
two responsories that belong not to the Mass, but to 
the Office for the Dead. These 1592 additions are to 
be sung at Matins: Credo quod Redemptor in the 
first nocturn, Peccantem me in the third. Thus, the 
1583 and 1592 imprints both contain more than just 
music for the Mass of the Dead. These imprints also 
include polyphony for parts of the burial service and 
office for thc dead. 

Throughout his Pro defunctis Victoria always 
confides the borrowed plainchant to his top voice. 
Morales in 1544 artfully varied his sonorities by giv
ing the plainsong to altus 11 in the gradual and to 
supranus 11 in the offertory. Victoria contents him
self with assigning it to the one voice; he also gives 
all thc plainchant incipits and Responsorium ínter
ludes (as printed in 1583) to the cantus and to no 
other voice: whereas Morales on occasion gave the 
incipits to altus 11 and supranus 11 as well; and Gue
rrero in 1582 the incipit of thc burial service versicle 
Quando coeli movendi to a baritone (F-clef on mid-

die line). As for still other distinctions, Morales set 
the whole of the In memoria aeterna and Hostias et 
preces versicles polyphonically; whereas Victoria left 
the incipit of the first and the whole of the second 
in plainsong. Morales set In memoria as a trio, ex
cept the last two words, "non timebit" (which he set 
as a separate movement, a 5); Victoria follows an 
opposite course, never atomizing the phrases of 
a versicle into separate polyphonic movements. 
Morales sct the pre-Tridentine sequence Pie Jesu: 
neither Guerrero ( 1566 and 1582) nor Victoria, on 
the other hand, include any sequences whatsoever. 

Just as Palestrina's 1554 version of the Pro de
functis has been generally considered by Renaissance 
specialists to be a more hopeful document than 
Morales's of 1544, so likewise Victoria's of 1583 
strikcs a more happily cxpectant note. To take only 
the matter of pitches: Morales required his supranus 
to sing A's bclow Middle C even when "lux per
petua" was being implored (MME, XV, 124, mm. 
31-32). Only twice in his entire Requiem did he write 
so high a note as d' for his top voice (MME, XV, 
121, meas. 52; 134, meas. 37). Throughout his offer
tory, although he specified both supranus l and II 
and gave the quoted plainsong to supranus 11, he 
submerged the quoted plainchant a fourth below the 
pitch later to be chosen by Palestrina. In the gradual 
he submerged the quotcd plainsong an octave below 
the pitch later to be chosen by Victoria. The latter's 
Jighter and brighter registers cannot be construed 
merely as examples of the trend upward in later 
sixteenth-century vocal music. (Guerrero so late as 
1582 still quotes the plainsong of the gradual and of 
its versicle a fifth below the leve! to be chosen by Vic
toria in 1583; the Agnus plainsong in Guerrero's 
1582 Requiem similarly travels a fourth lower than 
Victoria's.) As if pitch were in itself no sufficient 
clue, Victoria's brighter colors are also manifest in 
the amount of sharping which he requires. After 
we exclude the numerous notes where Morales's in
tentions are left in doubt so far as sharping of the 
plainsong-bearing part is concerned, there still re
main sorne other places where he unequivocally 
intended a natural instead of the sharp specified 
at the analogous moment in Victoria's Requiem. 
These may be found at the following places in the 
Morales and Victoria works, respectively: mm. 193, 
493 = 17z-4, 424 in their graduals; 983 and 993 = 77z-3 
in their In memoria versicles; 193, 443 = 233, 464 in 
their offertories; 45 = 352-4 in their P leni's; 21" 
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44 1 = 173 , 373 in their communio's. Morcover, Vic
toria's harmonic progressions remain so suave and 
smooth at all times that a "Victorian" composcr 
might have conceived them. So prolcptic a harmonic 
scnse as he revealed in the Dies illa versicle distin
guishes him not only from Morales but also from 
Guerrero. The whole of the Victoria versicle will not 
be shown here. But for a preliminary test, his first 
seven bars can be compared with Guerrero's (VicO, 
VI, 119): 

o,. 

r---r r i 
o,. es il- la, d•· es •· ¡. ... 

o,. .. ~- la, di- <> ¡. rac, d1- n i • 

The next six Victoria masses, because they ap
pcared together in his 192-page Roman imprint of 
1592, Missae quatuor, sex, et octo vocibus concinen
dae, should be considered as a group. Five are paro
dies of original motets; whereas the other, entitled 
QutJrti toni, appears to be a free mass. The first in 
the album is based on his own 1572 Circumcision 
motel of single pars-0 magnum mysterium. 164 The 
distance that Victoria had traversed in the interven
ing two decades is admirably illustrated at the very 
openings of motet and mass. In the motet (VicO, 1, 
11 ), he was still content to suffer bare fifths and oc
taves between the two counterpointing voices. But in 
the mass (VicO, 11, 69), he insists-even at the sacri
ficing of the imitation-upon outlining full-blooded 
triads. 

O ma- ¡ogm mr· «r· n- wn et .d- m1- ra- be· 

'::i:: ~&5~-~~ t~S~~ ~J ;~j~~ ~~~ ~~.~~H~=ta~ 
O ma- pwn my· Slt• n- WD, 

et ad- tn.l · t• Q.Jd 

Kr· n· e e· k•- son, Ky- ti· e e -

~~~ 4+ - 1 J ~¿!_~ J ; Jg7 J ~ j~ 
h· e- ~-

16•See above, note 133. Palestrina's motel text (Opere, V, 
184 188) veers off with other words at mm. 38- 62. 

At the start of the Sanctus (VicO, 11, 77) he again es
chews any exact imitation for the sake of outlining 
triads. 

• CN.S, 

Paradoxically, the one incise of thc source which he 
ignores throughout is the most statically chordal 
(mm. 40-44: "O beata Virgo"). This passage, like 
the opening of the O quam gloriosum motet, may 
fail to appear in the corresonding mass because it 
could only be quoted-not developed. 

In the wordy movements he journeys straight 
through without changing his vocal combination 
anywhere and without deferring to any motives from 
thc source. True, the Qui tollis rccalls "jacentem 
in praesepio," and Patrem omnipotentem recalls 
"ut animalia." But for the rest, he goes his own 
free way: a way carpeted with sweet-smclling flowers 
that lack learned thorns to prick one's feet. His 
sprightliness in such passages as "lleprecationem 
nostram" (Qui tollis, meas. 49), "visibilium et invisi
bilium," "Genitum non factum, consubstantialem" 
(Patrem omnipotentem, mm. 7-10, 27-29), "Et ite
rum vcnturus est" (Et incarnatus, mm. 71-73), and 
"et vivificantem" (Et in Spiritum Sanctum, mm. 
84-85) exceeds any shown hitherto in his 1576 or 
1583 masses. lndeed, in such passages as these his 
"heart dances with delight," much as if he were 
writing a madrigal to be sung on a summer's day. 

His Missa Quarti toni, second in the 1592 book, 
has usually been classed as a free mass beca use (l) 
apart from innocuous rising scale-passages such as 
occur at the openings of Kyrie ll and Patrem omni
potentcm, no carryover of motives from movement 
to movement is discernible; and (2) with the excep
tion of the Missa pro victoria, his ascertained paro
dies all bear titles that lead directly to their sourccs. 
Only the Quarti toni Mass cultivates thc hypo
phrygian; that he was never at any time overly fond 
of the "fourth tone" can be confirmed from a study 
of the motets. Among forty-four motets, only three 
adhere to it. Those three-Senex puerum portaba!, 
StJncta MaritJ succurre miseris, and Domine non sum 
dignus-set texts that deal respectively with the old 
man, Simeon; the miserable and weak who cry out 
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for aid; and the unworthiness of the communicant 
(VicO, l, 17, 19, 39). Sorne critics have sought to 
compare the opening incise of Senex puerum with 
the Christc eleison; and mm. 18- 26 with Kyrie ll; 
but such remate likenesses, not to mention the slight 
resemblancc between the opening incises of Domine 
non sum dignus and the Sanctus (bassus), are hard 
to take seriously. When his three "fourth tone" 
motets are studied, it is at once obvious that none 
of the three exults or leaps for joy. On the other 
hand, all the original motets that he can be proved 
to have parodied do so exult. 

As in the O magnum mysterium Mass, the sole 
movement of the Quarti toni165 for trio is the Bcne
dictus; and the only movement augmenting to a 
quintet is the single (canonic) Agnus. Throughout 
the single Agnus of both masses, cantus 11 follows 
cantus I at the unison. These masses betray still other 
structural similarities. In the Glorias he bursts once, 
and once only, into triple meter; and at the same 
words-"Cum Sancto Spiritu." In both Credos he 
similarly interpolates two short passages in triple 
meter. During these interpolations he contents him
self for the nonce with chordal writing. 

Although Victoria does, of course, explicitly as
sign his Quarti toni to hypophrygian, it cannot be 
gainsaid that a perfectly tidy (if anachronistic) har
monic analysis of the whole mass in A minar can be 
given. E ven the crucial cadences at the ends of Kyrie 
11, Qui tollis, Et in Spiritum, and the Osanna yield 
to such an analysis: if one grants that each ends on 
a dominan! chord. The benefits to be gaincd from 
an analysis of this unique mass-the only one he as
signed toa "tone"-soon become obvious. lf even 
in this mass he so anticipates the harmonic proce
dures that a baroque composer writing in A minor 
would have followed, a fortiori his other masses 
prove even more amenable to major-minor analyses. 

Severa! tests to prove that Victoria no Ionger felt 
himself bound by the old laws of modal usage, and 
gave allegiance instead to the newer laws of majar 
and minor key, can be applied. First, the mass may 
be searched for any chordal nexus involving E minor
A minor. This will be a crucial test. 1 f every time an 

16s Because the Quarti toni Mass " lays no great stress on im
itation, symmetry , or contras!, though it is not withoutthem," 
beca use "externa! means of giving shape are secondary," be
cause "the centre of gravity lies throughout in music-making it
self," Quarri toni might even remind us of another Quarti 
toni-the Mi-mi by Ockeghcm. 

E-chord happens to be followed by an A-chord, he 
must sharp the third of the E-chord (G:), then ob
viously the E-chord has sacrificed what indepen
dencc it once enjoyed in truly modal music to take 
on a new role of fetch-and-carry in "key music." 

The A-minor chord follows triads, built over E a 
total of thirty-three times during the course of the 
Quarti toni (Kyrie: mm. 6, 24, 25, 40; Gloria: mm. 
2, 19, 28, 30, 43, 44, 49, 57; Credo: mm. 6, 25, 35, 
43, 50, 52, 80, 85, 86[2], 97; Sanctus: mm. 9, 18, 
20, 22[2], 25, 36; Agnus: mm. 15, 16, 21). Four of 
these places, and four only, involvc the progression 
E minor-A minor (Kyrie: meas. 25; Sanctus: mm. 
35-36; Agnus: mm. 15, 16). The others involve E 
Majar-A minor. To vivify these figures, we should 
compare Victoria's Quarti toni with another "quarti 
toni" a 4 extcnding as nearly as possible to the same 
length. Palestrina's Sine nomine, a 4, from his Liber 
secundus (1567) dedicatcd to Philip 11, comes as 
close to fulfilling these conditions as any-it being 
his shortest hypophrygian mass. No less than twenty
five instances, not of E Majar-A minor progressions, 
but of an A-minar chord preceded by an obligatory 
E minor-obligatory because of skips involving the 
notes G to C, or for other reasons-have been inven
toried in this Palestrina "quarti toni" (Kyrie: mm. 
7, 10,20-21,24- 25,26, 29; Gloria: mrn. 19,48-49, 
59-60, 73-74; Credo: mm. 4, 7, 109, 117, 124; Sanc
tus: mm. 37-38, 40-41; Benedictus: meas. 48; Agnus 
1: mm. 11, 42, 42-43; Agnus 11: mm. 3-4, 19-20, 22, 
51). Palestrina's twenty-five E minor-A minar pro
gressions would be doubled or tripled if Casimiri 's 
extremely liberal application of ficta were not re
spected. Even so, the comparison between Victoria's 
four with Palestrina 's twenty-five obligatory E 
minor-A minor progressions is most revealing. It 
demonstrates beyond cavil that as firmly together as 
they may have stood on other issues, Palestrina still 
knew how to write genuinely modal music; whereas 
Victoria with his eyes on the future carne no ncarer 
to classic hypophrygian than did Bach in his choral 
harmonization of Befiehl du deine Wege. J66 

The five-part mass Trahe me post te succeeds the 
Quarti toni in Victoria's 1592 book. Like Gombcrt's 
Media vira and Beati omnes Masses (and also like 
Palestrina's O magnum mysterium), the Trahe me 
post te Mass calls for one less voice part than the 

166 Boch Gesellschaft, XXXIX, 185 (nos. 18, 19). This ~ame 
melody is, of course, better known as an associate of the O 
Haupt vol/ 8/ut und Wunden chorale text. 
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motel (1583) on which it is based. The model, a four
in-two canon, differs from all others in being his 
only mass using the C chord for its finals. Because 
he nceds no accidentals in order to convey the ubiq
uitous "major" feeling, this mass boasts only 62 
flats and sharps. In O quam glorioswn, on the othcr 
hand, he needed 147 printed accidentals to achieve 
thc samc "major" feeling-merely because its finals 
happening to be G chords, the neccssary sharped 
leading tones could not be indicatcd in his "key 
signature." 

The Trahe me Mass quotes its sourcc exactly in 
one movement-the Agnus (mm. 25-58 of the 
sourcc equal mm. 5-38 of the parody). Excepl for 
thc few slight rhythmic adjustmenls needed to ac
commodate different texts, the notes in all six parts 
are idcntical. Victoria in the Agnus, u 6, thcrefore 
violates his rule forbidding the transfer of the whole 
polyphonic complcx from model to parody. His sin
gle previous violation of this rule carne to view in the 
Kyries of his O quam gloriosum Mass. In both the 
O quam g/oriosum motet and the Trahe me motel, 
he sct supremely jubilant texts. It may at first strikc 
us a s odd that his aesthetic sense permittcd him to 
add "Lord have merey" and "Lamb of God who 
taketh away the sins of the world, have merey on 
us" to music originally conceived for "O how glori
ous is that rcalm in which all the saints rejoice with 
Christ," and for "Draw me: we will run aftcr thcc 
to the odour of thy ointments." The fact that he 
could so unhesitatingly have transferred blocs from 
these two joyful motets-not into Gloria or Sanctus 
of his parodies, but into Kyrie and Agnus-allows 
us to infcr that for him the whole of any Mass \\as 
a joyful experience. He never chose to parody any 
other than a jubilant motet; yet he above every other 
Renaissance composer was the supreme artist when 
!tuch grief-laden texts as Vere languores and O vos 
011/fleS were al issue. His quotations in the Kyrie and 
Agnus of O quam g/oriosum and of Trohe me therc
fore justi fy the assumption that these movements, 
in his esthetic, partook of the generally exultant 
character of the Mass as a whole. Whatcver the ex
planation, it is at least certain that at the close of his 
Trohe me motel, ten Hallclujahs are shoutcd exul
lantly; and that thc identical music-down lo thc last 
note in the sixth voice-returns to thc hcarer at the 
end of the Trohe me Mass setting the phrases "sins 
of the world" and "have merey on us" {repeated six 
times). 

Justas the Quarti toni is Victoria's last mass o 4, 
so the Ascendens Christus is his last a 5. For his 
source he returns to his favorite book-his 1572 
Motecta. The Ascendens Christus motet, a 5, closely 
rescmbles the motel Dum complerentur {also o 5) so 
far as form is concerned. Both are in aBcB {respon
sory) form; in both, the Jength of "B" very nearly 
equals that of "a" or "c." In Ascendens Christus 
the "B" refrain extends through mm. 41-71 {pors /); 
and through mm. 108-138 {pors 2). In Dum com
plerentur the "B" refrain extends through mm. 45-
86; and through mm. 121-162. Both motets call for 
the same group of voices (CQATB). In both motets 
he reverses the roles of cantus and quintus during the 
"B" refrain at the close of pors 2. Both are osten
sibly in transposed dorian ( = G minor). E ven the 
festivals for which each was written, Ascension and 
Pentecost, link them together in the church calendar. 

The following similarities in the masses deserve 
mention: (l) Kyrie I, Christe, Patrem omnipoten
tem, Crucifixus, and Benedictus in both the Dum 
complerentur and Ascendens Christus rnasses open 
with head motives from the source; (2) endings of 
Qui tollis and Et in Spiritum in each hark to the "B" 
refrain; (3) Gloria and Credo break at exactly the 
same places in each and reduce voicc parts in the 
same sections (Domine Deus and Crucifixus); (4) no 
triple-meter passages intrude anywhere in Kyrie, 
Gloria, or Credo movements of eithcr mass; {5) the 
lively, spurting rhythms that were encountered fre
quently in wordy movements of both the O mognum 
mysterium and Quorti toni Masses are conspicuously 
absent from Gloria and Credo of either the Ascen
dens or Dum complerentur. Among the dissimilar
ities, on the other hand, are these: {l) The 1576 mass 
contains such archaic treatments of dissonance as the 
incomplete nota cambiata and the escaped note (Et 
in terra pax, mm. 31 and 62), but not the 1592; 16 7 

(2) Ascendens, in con formity with the other 1592 
masses, concludes with a single Agnus; (3) the 

167 The 1572 so urce motct Ascendens Christus (VicO, l, 53-
58) showed at meas. 105 a "Landini" cadence. Significantly, no 
such cadence intrudes in lhe 1592 parody. On the rhythmic sidc, 
the persisten! use of this figure (found only five times in the 
source Jmm. 74, 78, 80, 84, 86)): 

&5 r r J oo .. 
8 

makes a rather interesting feature of the parody. Victoria lil-.ed 
thi\ figure throughout his cntire career. 
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Ascendens Agnus includes a trinitas in unitate 
canon: whereas neither of the Dum complerentur 
Agnuses exhibits any canon whatsoever; (4) in 
Ascendens, the head motive at thc opening incises of 
both Et in terra pax and Sanctus suffers a "sea 
change" that makes it quite difficult of recognition; 
(5) in Ascendens, Victoria makes no formal attempt 
to work two motives in points of imitation, although 
this working in double harness distinguished many 
such points in Dum complerentur; (6) in the Ascen
dens Mass he never, recognizably, alludes to any im
portant new motive from pars 2 of the motet (such 
as the one at mm. 96-98); (7) the number of bars 
everywhere in both masses differs considerably 
(Ascendens movements are in every instance much 
shorter). To be specific, in Dum complerentur the 
number of bars is 24, 27, 24 in Kyries; 165 in Gloria; 
216 in Credo; 70, 58 in Sanctus-Benedictus; and 34, 
39 in Agnuses-as against 13, 11, 13; 85; 138; 48, 41; 
and 31 in the corresponding movements of the As
cendens Christus Mass (making a total of 657 mea
sures in the 1576 mass as against only 380 in the 1592 
mass). 

At the outset of the dedicatory epistle to Cardinal 
Albert, Victoria avers that the 1592 Missae had been 
newly composed (hoc opusculum, quod nunc denuo 
conscripst). Whether he means this assertion to cover 
the entire contents of the 1592 book need not here 
be argued. Presumptively he did. As has been shown 
in the preceeding paragraph, the Ascendens Mass 
shares numerous "middle-period" traits: of which 
more up-to-date treatment of dissonance, less rig
orous reworking of source material, a single Agnus, 
and overall brevity are crucial. But, like Beethoven's 
Symphony, No. 8, this mass does lapse into sorne 
significant throwbacks. The deference to the head 
motive from pars J of the motet, the lack of any 
madrigalian touches in the wordy movements, and 
the uniformity of the meter in Gloria and Credo, are 
each in thcir way as retrospective as the Tempo di 
menuetto of Beethoven's Opus 93. 

The same voices sing the three-in-one canon in the 
Ascendens Agnus as in the last Agnus of Guerrero's 
Missa 1nter vestibulum (1566): namely, cantus 11 = 
superius 11, altus, and tenor l. In both the Victoria 
and the Guerrero masses, the same three outer parts 
surround the three canonic voices: cantus 1 =supe
rius 1, tenor 11, and bassus = basis. The intervals of 
canonic imitation (but not the order of voice-entries) 
also match-an octave separating tenor 1 from 

cantus 11, and a fourth separating the altus from 
tenor l. Both movements (indeed, both masses) are 
in transposed dorian. Guerrero, the more dexterous 
contrapuntist, poses himself more difficult prob
lems: ( 1) he insists u pon beginning his canon with the 
head motive from the source; (2) he does not intro
duce rests quite so frequently; (3) his canonic Agnus 
lasts 47 breves; but Victoria's , 31. Guerrero during 
47 breves specifies a mere lO accidentals-of which 
7 are actual sharpings, and another 2 are precaution
ary sharps ( = naturals) before the note E. Victoria 
in 31 breves specifies 29 accidentals-none being 
merely precautionary, and 23 raising the pitch by a 
semitone. The ratio is striking-almost five times as 
many oblígatory accidentals per breve in the one as 
in the other composer. This phenomenon would not 
be so worthy of noticc were it to be found only in 
isolated instances: it is of importance because the 
ratio will be found to differentiate Victoria's usage 
from Guerrero's in a general sense-just as it sepa
rates his usage from Palestrina's. 

Victoria models his Vidi speciosam Mass a 6 upon 
his Assumption motel of the same name (a 6), first 
published in the 1572 collection. Like the two motets 
Ascendens Christus and Dum complerentur the Vidi 
speciosam (2 partes)168 is in responsory-form-the 
length of "B" approximating that of "a" or "e" 
(aBcB = 47, 38: 37, 38). The Vidi speciosam motet 
abounds in archaic dissonance-treatment; and in tan
talizing chromaticisms. At meas. 43 the sextus leaps 
up a fourth from a disoonant escaped note. At mm. 
58 (tenor 1), 59 (quintus), 69 (bassus), 132 (quintus), 
133 (tenor 1), and 144 (bassus) a series of ornamen
tal resolutions involve dissonant under-notes ap
proached by leap; of the kind signaled by asterisks 
in the following example (VicO, l, 113): 

mm l8·l9 (ll72) 
(CU} C\UD• cla. b.nr <· a m no- tCi 

i::~:·r ~~ ltf ~ J~ 1~ 
<· am flo· ... 
llo· "" 10· ... 

Tenor 1 
QwnNJo 

~zatr 1' ro· sa · (rv.m) 

rum 

(<u<wQdol· b.nt <· Oo· rtS tO• U.• (fwn} 

At mm. 73 and 148 the chromatic cantus cannot be 
cured by any ficta remedy (VicO, 1, 114): 

1 u Secunda pors (VicO, l, 114- 11 8) should prefereably ha ve 
been tra nscribed with beats 1 and 3 of the 4 in a bar interchanged. 
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mm. 7l·76 

h· Ud:l 

h· (u.m) 

h· h· a., n b- h· a con· ••l · lt- u.m 

In the mass, on the other hand, Victoria uses no es
caped notes. Neither does he ever skip to any dis
sonant under-note when ornamenting resolutions. 
The Crucifixus (a 4) repeats at mm. 80- 83 ("Et ite
rum") the same chromatic ascent found at "et lilia" 
in the motel. Between the antepenultimate and pen
ultimate bars of the Benedictus, the bassus outlines 
the first three notes of the nota cambiata figure: af
ter which the bassus leaps up a fourth. The so-called 
consonant fourth occurs twice during the Credo in 
this form (VicO, IV, 61, 64): 

mm l ·J 

Alr.u 
TtnorU 

r r r r 
P•· U<!D 0· mru· po· rtn· te m 

mm 62·6 l 
IPonoi).o Po· ... lO 

Vidi speciosam brings the total of Victoria's 
masscs parodied after Cunticum canticorum motets 
to four; the other masses are Quam pulchri sunt 
(Song of Songs 7:1), Surge propera (2:10), and 
Trahe me (1 :3). Morales wrote only one such mass
Vulnerasti cor meum (Song of Songs 4:9); Guerrero, 
also, composed only one-Surge propera amica mea 
(Song of Songs 2: 10). Because of Victoria's dispro
portionate attention to texts from this epithalamium, 
he occupies a unique position among Spanish com
posers. His concern with Song of Songs texts allies 
him with the most celebrated of contemporary Span
ish poets, Fray Luis de León (1527- 1591): a major 
cause of whose imprisonment from March, 1572, 
until December, 1576, was his translation into the 
vernacular of the book that contains more perfumed 
language than any other in the canon. The ardor, the 

longing, and the ecstasy of this unique book invaded 
Victoria's motets; and in turn the masses parodied 
after Canticles motets. 

Vidi speciosam, last of the Canticles masses and 
last of the six-part masses (excluding the 1605 Re
quiem), is also his last without an organ accompani
ment. As in the opening incise of the motet, so also 
in the mass, he effectively contrasts the lower three 
voices with the upper three; su eh antiphony, quoting 
mm. 1-9 of the so urce, distinguishes the outset of 
both Kyrie 1 and the Sanctus. Although he makes 
more use of material drawn from pars 1 than pars 
2 (Kyrie 1 = mm. 1-9; Christe = mm. 55-62a; Kyrie 
11 = mm. 62-70; "in gloria Dei Patrís Amen"= mm. 
76-85; Sanctus= mm. 1- 9; Osanna 11 =mm. 50-52), 
he does in this parody-as in the Dum complerentur 
Mass-draw now and then on pars 2 as well (Qui 
tollis =mm. 86-90; Patrem omnipotentem = mm. 
113- 115). 

The Salve Regina Mass, the omega of the 1592 
book, is at the same time the a!pha of three based 
on his Marian antiphons. The fact that only a Re
gina coeli Mass is lacking to complete a cycle of 
masses based on his original settings of those four 
Marian antiphons that are to be sung at the close of 
each day after the office (Advent to Purification: 
Alma Redemptoris; February 2 to Wednesday of 
Holy Week: A ve Regina coelorum; Eastertide: Re
gina coeli; Trinity season: Salve Regina) has pro
voked the interesting speculation that Victoria did 
project, if not actually complete, such an additional, 
fourth Marian antiphon mass. 169 Of the three that 
do survive, Salve Regina is modeled on his setting a 
8 of the antiphon published in 1576 (VicO, VII, 
120-130): each of the other two masscs takes for its 
model both original settings of the corresponding 
antiphon. The two settings of Alma Redemptoris, a 
5 and a 8, had appeared in 1572 and 1581, respec
tively; 170 so had his settings a 5 and a 8 of the A ve 
Reginu coelorum antiphon . 171 Beca use each of the 
Marian antiphon masses calls for eight voices, be
cause these eight voices divide into antiphonal four
part choruses, because each mass has an added 
organ accompaniment, and because this organ ac
companiment always duplicates the four parts of 
Chorus 1; the Salve Regina, Alma Redemptoris, and 

169Saxton, op. cit. , pp. 22, 39a. 
no VicO, VIl, 68-72, 73- 80. 
171 /bid., pp. 81 -84,85-90. 
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A ve Regí na coelorum Masses make a triptych
despite the eight years by which the publication of 
the Salve Regina Mass preceded that of the other 
two. 

These severa! similarities are not the only reason 
for studying the three masses conjointly. In addi
tion, they share certain structurallikenesses. At the 
Christe of each, Victoria reduces to five or four 
parts. In the Glorias of both Salve and Alma 
Masses, he breaks at the same places-at the Do
mine Deus reducing to quartet or trio, and at the Qui 
tollis resuming eight parts. In the Credos of allthree 
masses he divides at Et incarnatus (without reduc
ing voices), at Crucifixus (reducing to four voices), 
and at Et in Spiritum (resuming eight parts). Dur
ing the Benedictus of each mass he reduces to five 
or four parts. Canon, so frequently found in the fi
nal movements of other masses, does not enter the 
single Agnus concluding each of these three masses. 
lndeed, only one canon appears anywhere in these 
three masses; this urtison canon involves cantus 1 and 
11 in the Crucifixus, a 4, of the Alma Redemptoris. 

In the wordy movements of all three masses Vic
toria charms the listener with darting, springy 
rhythms that suggest light parlando. He adds zest by 
changing frequently from duple to triple meter. Be
cause, like Luca Marenzio in his madrigals, he for
goes any attempt at assigning individual voices the 
whole text, he is able to traverse wide valleys of Glo
ria and Credo with easy seven-league steps. His more 
"advanced" treatment of dissonance conforms with 
the other "modernistic" trends in these masscs. He 
rarely resorts to such archaic dissonance usages as the 
escaped note, 172 and he eschews the "incomplete" 
nota cambiata. Nor does he use such dissonances as 
under-notes, approached by leap, in ornamental res
olutions. He does use the consonant fourth and does 
increase the number of chord-progressions involv
ing cross relations. Although not exceeding the ac
cidentals applied in his earlier works (Bq [~], F~. C~. 
Bb, and Eb), 173 he contrives transitory "modula
tions, from G minar to all the nearly related keys ex
cept Eb Major in the Salve Regina Mass; and from 
F Major to all except A minor in the Alma Redemp
toris and A ve Regina Masses. 

112 Escaped-notes at VicO, IV, 86 (meas. 66 of Credo), 98 
(meas. 16 of Agnus), 102 (meas. 35 of Kyrie). 

17l G~ is not used in the polychoral masses, although it is uscd 
frequently in the Quarti toni. 

Among the many interesting snatches in the Salve 
Regina Mass which prove to have been borrowed di
rectly from the 1576 antiphon a 8, the following in
volve the whole polyphonic complex and not just a 
single strand. ltalicized measure numbers refer to the 
antiphon: (1) in the Kyries, mm. 1-8=37-43, rnm. 
19-26 =26-33, mm. 33-41 = 153-163; (2) in the 
Gloria, mm. 1-9 = 18-26, mm. 24-31 = 87-92, mrn. 
43-51 = JJ6-123; (3) in the Credo, mm. 1-6= 132-
137, mm. 54- 62 = 78-88, mm. 69-72 = ll6- JJ9; 
rnm. 160-168 = 194-201; (4) in the Sanctus, mm. 1-4 
=54-56, in the Benedictus, mm. I-8=Jl6-122; (5) 
in the Agnus, mm. 1- 10= 18-26, mm. 16-27 = 182-
192. Tabulations of the material transferred from 
1572 and 1581 antiphons into the Alma Redemptoris 
and A ve Regina Masses have been undertaken by 
Saxton, 174 and ha ve revealed similarly high inci
dences of borrowing. In none of his previous rnasses 
did Victoria borrow more freely or more extensively 
from his 1572, 1576, and 1581 publications than in 
his Marian antiphon masses. 

The slight changes made during transfer from an
tiphon to mass served various purposes. One such 
purpose seems to have been the "modernization" 
of dissonance-treatment; another to have been the 
tightening of loose cadences. Both these ends were 
attained in the following transfer from Salve Regina 
antiphon (mm. 18-24) to mass (Gloria, mm. 1-6). 
In the mass he eliminates the escaped note in the 
tenor (fifth bar) and halves the penultimate chord in 
the cadence. 17 5 In his other changes, Victoria (1) 
adds muscle and sinew to thin harmonies when he 
increases the number of dissonant suspensions; or (2) 
he widens the harmonic spectrum when he injects 
cross relations. When he borrowed the Et Jesum sec
tion of the antiphon (mm. 116-123)176 for use in the 
Domine Deus of the mass (Gloria, rnm. 43-51)177 he 
attained both these ends. For every three dissonant 
suspensions in the model, he injects six into the 
parody. No cross relations enrich the 1576 antiphon; 
but these are numerous in the 1592 mass-the Do
mine Deus in three bars specifying one such cross re
lation (mm. 47-48) and implying another (meas. 46). 

1"Saxton, op. cit., pp. 37a- 40a. 
•H That he deliberatcly rcvised the fifth bar of the antiphon 

in order to eliminate the escaped-note can be further confirmcd 
by examining meas. 5 of the Agnus. 

176 VicO, VIl, 126. 
177 VicO, IV, 78. 
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Such alterations confirm a thesis already pro
posed: namely, that Victoria' s art by no means re
mained static; but on the contrary matured steadily. 
Although his polychoral masses have never received 
the praise given Quam pu/chri and O quam glorio
su m, their polish and refinement can be denied by 
none who minutely compares them with their 
models. At the very least they are worthy compeers 
of Palestrina's eight-part Confitebor tibi, Lauda/e 
Dominum, Hodie Christus natus est, and Fratres 
enim ego accepi. 

Palestrina's polychoral masses were published 
without organ accompaniment in 1585 (Confitebor 
tibi) and 1601 . All Victoria's polychoral masses, 
however, were published in 1600 with an organ part 
duplicating chorus 1, except when the middle or 
lower voices move so swiftly asto make an exact ver
sion extremely difficult for two hands. For instance, 
Victoria simplifies the organ part of the Salve Mass 
at meas. 15 in Kyrie 1, mm. 37- 38 in Et in terra pax, 
during the last nine bars of Et in Spiritum, and at 
mm. 19-20 of the Sanctus. Although the Salve Mass 
contains no passages unplayable on manuals alone, 
the Alma Redemptoris and A ve Regina occasionally 
include chords that presuppose F ,, C 1 , and B, b pedal 
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notes-both hands not being able to grasp the four 
notes. Such chords appear exclusively in wordy, and 
presumably Ioud, movements. 

The tessiture of all voices (CCCAATBB) lic ex
tremely high, even for Victoria , in his Salve Mass. 
Interestingly enough, the organ part is prefaced by 
this legend: Ad quartam injeriorem ("[sounding] at 
a fourth Iower"). Since all eight voices when trans
posed down a fourth dwell in regions inhabited more 
customarily by other Spanish vocal music of the pe
riod, this legend in the organ part should perhaps 
be accepted at face value. In major Spanish ecclesi
astical establishments two or more accompanying 
organs tuned at different pitches were usually avail
able. For proof, the Relacion de/o que declaro Diego 
del Castillo se deuia remediar en los quatro organos 
de S. Loren{:O el Real . .. 1587 años may be con
sulted. Usted as MS 14025.194 at the Biblioteca Na
cional in Madrid, this "account of those things that 
Diego del Castillo said ought to be remedied in the 
four organs of San Lorenzo [El Escorial] in the year 
1587" reveals that the pitch of two organs fuessen 
tres puntos mas baxos que los otros dos ("was a 
third lowcr than the pitch of the other two"). Both 
Castillo , royal organist, and Melchor de Miranda, 
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first organist in Toledo Cathedral, agreed that it 
would be preferable to tune the pairs of organs a 
fourth apart (hauian destar una quarta) rather than 
a major third. Victoria may well have been alluding 
to this practice of tuning one organ in each pair a 
fourth apart when, only five years after Castillo's 
Relación (1587), he published his Salve Regina Mass 
(1592): heading the organ part with Ad quartam in
feriorem. But whether or not it is agreed that the 
Salve organ part was intended for an instrument 
"sounding a fourth lower," it is interesting to ob
serve that (1) the Alma Redemptoris andA ve Regina 
organ parts are not headed Ad quartam inferiorem; 
(2) the Alma and A ve masses cal! for voices of gener
ally lower range; (3) their organ parts presuppose the 
availability of pedal notes in wordy movements (F,, 
B1b, C). 

In his Salve Mass, Victoria calls for only four ac
cidentals: Bb, Eb, Ft, C~. These four again comprise 
his entire repertory in the 1600 masses: A~'s are 
never specified nor implied in Victoria's masses; and 
G1:'s occur in his masses only in the abence of Eb's. 
This last generalization may be confirmed from the 
Surge propera and Quarti toni which do include 
G~'s. However, the fact that none of the organ
accompanied masses contains any Gt cannot be 
taken as proof that his organ keyboard lacked the 
note. Both the Marian Litanies and the polyphonic 
setting of St. Thomas Aquinas's Corpus Christi se
quence (published in 1585) call for Gt's in the organ
parts (mm. 44-45 in Litaniae; meas. 69 in Lauda 
Sion Salvatorem). 118 

Victoria's fondness for vocal movements that as
cend semitonally and then descend immediately by 
whole-step-or vice versa-did not abate in his Mar
ian antiphon masses. Cantus 1 of the Salve Mass 
shows examples at Kyrie 1, mm. 14-16; Qui tollis, 
mm. 71-73, 87-89; Patrem omnipotentem, mm. 
6-7, 51-53; Crucifixus, mm. 87- 88; Et in Spiritum 
Sanctum, mm. 147- 149, 154. Cantus 1 must sing 
also this unmistakable chromaticism in the Osanna 
(mm. 31 -32): 

V..O, IV, 9). 
tn a · cd· sas, 

IJII es:- cd· ns, 

,,. VicO, VII, 154, 140. 

If the three Marian antiphon masses congregate 
together, the Missa pro victoria-which Victoria re
ferred toas his " Battle" Mass-stands apart from 
all others in his repertory by reason of its secular 
model, C lément Janequin's La bataille de Marignan; 
and because of the extremely vivacious and pic
turesque style adopted in such movements as Kyrie 
11, Et in terra pax, Patrem omnipotentem, Et in 
Spiritum Sanctum, and even the Agnus Dei. 

Victoria's ebullient parody a 9 ( 1600) could not 
contrast more strongly with Guerrero's Missa della 
batalla escoutez, a 5 (1582). A past master of secular 
as well as of sacred style, Guerrero insisted upon ob
literating every whiff of secular aroma from his 
parody of the chanson. He excluded, for instance, 
all the repeated note fanfares, the scurrying scales, 
and the myriad short-Iived metrical shifts which viv
ify the Janequin chanson. For trumpet signals he 
substituted smoothly flowing lines. When veering to 
<1>! he did so not in the middle of a movement, but 
at its beginning. (Kyrie 11 and the Osanna carry such 
a triple-meter signature.) Only four of his move
ments failed to begin with Janequin's serious head 
motive: the Christe ( = Phifres soufflez), Kyrie ll 
( = Avanturiers), the Domine Deus, and the Osanna 
(=A vanturiers). His Domine Deus took for initium 
not a motive from the chanson but instead the open
ing incise of Kyrie 11 in Janequin's own properly cas
socked parody (published at Lyons, 1532, in Líber 
decem missarum a praeclaris musicis contextus). For 
these reasons Guerrero's Batalla Mass is hard to 
distinguish stylistically from his 1566 and 1582 paro
dies based on motets. During Agnus 1, for instance, 
he followed the same time-honored course that he 
took in the Sanctus of his Sancta et immaculata, the 
Osanna of Beata Mater, and Agnus 1 of Simile est 
regnum Masses; enormously lengthening the time 
values of the Janequin initium and making it serve 
as this kind of ostinato (in cantus ll): 

In Agnus 11, he augmented to eight parts. But even 
while doing so, Guerrero did not for a moment 
abandon close imitative writing. 

By contrast, Victoria in 1600 includes fewer imi
tative points than Janequin in his chanson. He fires 
off salvos of repeated notes in Kyrie 11, even daring 
to use the same colorful music conceived by Jane
quin for the onomatopoeical frerelelelan jan, 
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.frere/elelan .fan (chanson, pars 2). Al "Filius Patris" 
in the Gloria he appropriates Janequin 's m u sic for 
la la la, tarirarira la reyne (pars 2); at "El resurrexit" 
in the Credo, Bendez soudain, genti/z gascons (pars 
/); at "Et ilerum" in the Credo, Et orrez, si bien es
coutez, 1 Des coups ruez de tous costez (pars 1). In 
his single Agnus he quotes again Janequin's twenty
one-gun-salute music for jrerelelelan jan, jrerelelelan 
jan. When he fires off his shots during "dona nobis 
pacem," Victoria anticipates Beethoven. The latter's 
drum-and-trumpet instrumental prelude to "dona 
nobis paccm" in the Missa solemnis has attracted 
similar attention because of the military context 
within which the suppliant prays for peace. 

Victoria-whose list of distinguishcd patrons ex
ceeds that of any other sixtecnth-century Spanish 
composer-dedieated his Missae, Magnifica!, Mo
tecto, Psalmi, & afia to Philip 111. Because his Pro 
victoria beseeches victory, sorne commentators have 
surmised that he had in mind a specific battle or 
campaign. lf so, he cannot have besought victory in 
any engagement during the reign of Philip 111. Philip 
11 did not die until September 13, 1598. The com
plete contents of Victoria's forthcoming volume 
were at that very moment in a Madrid printer's 
hands, awaiting a price estimatc for the impression. 
On October t, Victoria signed the printing contrae! 
with Julio Junti de Modesti. 179 Thus, the "Battle" 
Mass along with everything else in the forthcoming 
collection will have to be thought of as a work com
posed while Philip 111 was still a prince in his minor
ity. That it did signally please the light-minded and 
pleasure-loving young Philip 111 can be proved. Vic
toria wrote from Madrid on June 10, 1603, to the 
Duke of Urbino. Sometime in the previous year he 
had sent this duke the several partbooks of his 1600 
publication. As yet he had not reeeived payment. In 
his letter he expressly names the "Battle" Mass as 
the one item that gave the youthful Philip lli greatest 
pleasure. 180 His understandable eagerness to please 
the twenty-year-old prince may well account for the 
unique stamp of his Missa pro victoria. 

Certainly the work bears all thc marks of having 
been writtcn to gratify the featherweight tastes of 
this well-intentioned but frivolous young prince. 
That Philip 111 lacked all 1 he weightier virtues of 
both his father and his grandsire has long been ac-

179 VicO, VIII, p. lxxxv. 
180 !bid., p. xcii. 

cepted as a historical truism. His musical tastes were 
known, even before he ascended the throne, to tend 
cxclusively toward light secular songs. So much is 
attested in Antonio de Obregón y Cerezada's Discur
sos sobre la jilosojia moral de Aristoteles (Vallado
lid: Luis Sánchez, 1603), at pages 182-186. Obregón 
y Ccrczada-a royal tutor-recounts how the young 
prince called upon Luis Honguero181 to sing 39 five
line stanzas of the elegant trine En la noche serena. 
After asccnding the throne he wasted hundreds of 
thousands of ducats on id le show. His favorite com
poser Mateo Romero ("Maestro Capitán") catered 
to his taste for bright, major polychoral masses and 
motets; and never bothered with learned devices. 
Géry de Ghersem, Philippe Rogier's favorite pupil, 
should logically have succeeded as director of choral 
music in the royal chapel when Philip III mounted 
the throne. Romero, however, gained the post within 
a month of Philip II's death. 182 The mueh more eru
dite Ghersem, after hopefully remaining in Madrid 

1' 1 Obregón y Cerezada eulogizes Luis Honguero [ = Onguero) 
as a paragon who sang with "completely relaxed countenance, 
unparalleled accuracy, unmatched suavity and sweetness, abso
lute equality of head and chest registers." This same Honguero 
entcrs Victoria's biography at lcast three times. On August 17, 
1604, Victoria authorized him to collect 150 ducats due on hi~ 
pension from Cordova diocese; and again, on January 16, 1606, 
to collect his Cordova pension for 1605. Honguero may have 
come from Cordova, but his incomc included an annual 150-
ducat income frorn Toledo archdiocese. Sometime before 1605 
he ceded Victoria his rights to this Toledo pension. See p¿rez Pas
tor, Bibliograj(a madrileña, 111, 520 (item 23), 521 (items 31, 34). 

lf Obregón y Cerezada's praise was justified and if Victoria 
and Honguero enjoyed such intimate association as the docu
mentation suggcsts, Victoria's friendships during his later years 
were musically more congenia! than has hitherto becn conceded. 

181 Pcdrell, Tomás Luis de Victoria (1918), p. 105. Mathicu 
Romarin [ = Mathias Rosmarin = Mateo Romero] was born in 
1575 at Liege. His father was apparently the Julián Romero de 
lbarrola (native of Torrejoncillo, d. 1575) who captained three 
companies under the Duke of Alva in the Low Countries. In 
company with a dozen other new choirboys recruited from the 
Low Countries, he was enrolled on June 28, 1586, in the roy
ally t:ndowed Colegio de Cantorcillos at Madrid. This choir 
school was, of course, a feeder for thc capilla flamenca of Philip 
11. Boys ageJ eight to twelve of good voice and deportment were 
received for cducation in the Colegio de Cantorcillos at royal 
expense. In return they scrved at secular as well as at religious 
fe~tivals. When he entered, Georges de La Hele was stillmaes
tro and Philippe Rogier temen/e, or second master. La Hi:le 
died, however, only two months la ter (August 27, 1586), and 
was ~ucceeded by Rogier (b. Arras ca. 1562). Romero spent 
SC\en ycars under Rogier in the Colegio de Cantorcillos
"graduating" on Decembcr 1, 1593: at which time his namc ap-
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for a short time, returned to Brussels in 1604 (died 
at Tournai, 1630). 

The Missa pro victoria calls for CCCAA TTBB; 
but none of the three cantus parts ascends above e' b. 
For the lowest note in bassus 11, he touches 0 1 (in 
the Patrem omnipotentem, meas. 27). Bassus 1 and 
11 never move in truly independent parts when the 

pears in the choir schoollist spelled, not " Mathieu Rosmarin" 
as heretofore, but "Mateo Romero." This change may in itsclf 
be taken as proof of his decision henceforth to adapt himself 
as fully as possible to Spanish manners and usage. 

Upon leaving the colegio he entered the adult copilla 
flamenca. At the untimely age of thirty-four Rogier died (Febru
ary 29, 1596). Two years later Philip 11 died (September 13, 
1598). On October 19, 1598, as one of the first official acts in 
his new reign, Philip 111 appointed Romero maestro of thc royal 
chape! and Géry de Ghersem as teniente. The cedula mentioned 
the fact that both had served previously as royal singers. 

During the interim since Rogier's death, discipline in the Cole
gio de Cantorcillos had deteriorated. The capellán mayor be
lieved the remedy should include a ne\\ set of disciplinary rules. 
On December 16, 1598, he therefore presented for the young 
king's approval a much more rigid set of constitutions. Romero, 
the new head of the colegio as well as maestro of the chape!, ob
jected strenuously to certain provisions. But after being threat · 
ened with excommunication and loss of six months' pay he 
signed on January 17, 1599. The rules in the new Constituciones 
del m• y niños contorcicos de/a Real cap0

, can be summarized 
as follows: ( 1) the boys must be taught toread and write, (2) to 
know their catechism and (3) the elements of Christian doctrine; 
(4) they must singa Salve Regino every night before Our Lady's 
imagen; (5) the maestro can keep no more than three servants, 
or two if a relative visits him; (6) the teniente [Ghersem) must 
always accompany the canton;illos to the palace, or in his stead 
the maestro, should the teniente be sick; (7) the teniente must 
teach, but the maestro sets up the schedule; (8) the maestro is 
responsible for their cleanliness and their feeding; (9) the maes
tro must give them new clothes when needed; (10) an inventory 
of everything in the house must be taken, and signed by the 
maestro; (11) no women, except a nurse over forty, are allowed; 
(12) the door must be bolted every night, at eight (winter), or 
nine (summer). 

On J anuary 21, 1 599, the court left Madrid, spending severa! 
months first in Valencia, then Barcelona, then Saragossa. In 
1600 the court visited Segovia, Ávila, Salamanca, and Vallado
lid, to which last-named city Philip 111 transferred bis court in 
1601. In 1601 Claudio de la Sablonara copied a Mass a J9, six
teen Christmas and Epiphany villancicos o 5, 7, 8, 9, JO, and 
unas completas para los menestriles (compline for voices and in
struments), all by Romero. In 1604 Sablonara copied various 
masses and motets for 2, 3, and 4 choruses, and sixteen more 
villancicos a 7, 8, 9, J2, /4, J5 and 23: all by Romero. In 1605 
he copied a motel a JO, Deus meus respice in me (Ps. 21), and 
a parody mass a 8 ba~ed on Lassus's chanson ( 1570) for thc 
same number of voices, Un jour l'amant . This mass wa~ writ
ten to celebrate the birth of the future Philip IV on April 8, 

two choruses sing together. Quite often, the upper 
voices do no more than interchange notes of static 
chords. In nine-part tutti passages (Kyrie 11; "simul 
adoratur" and "Confiteor" of the Credo; Agnus 
Dei), the harmonic rhythm is especially slow. Justas 
this mass contains by far his greatest number of stac
cato repeated notes and of running quavers, so also 

1605. Sablonara also copied in 1605 at least sixteen villancicos 
by Romero-one a J2 with eight instruments. 

Beginning in 1605, Romero was appointed toa succession of 
lucrative benefices. At the time of his ordination to the priest
hood, Apri19, 1605, he was named Capellán de la Casa de Bor
goña. On the third anniversary of his ordination he was 
appointed capellán de banco. On November 18, 1623, he was 
named Capellán de los Reyes Nuevos at Toledo-an appoint
ment entitling him to an annual income in cash and kind of 
3,000 reales. In 1641 Joao IV named him to a lucrative non· 
residential chaplaincy in the Portuguese royal chape!. Small 
wonder, then, that he was able to lend large sums to such subor
dinares in the capilla flamenco as, for instance, Philippe Dubois, 
who when he died on February 9, 1611, left a will mentioning 
a 500-real debt to Romero. 

Romero taught the future Philip IV not only the musical rudi
ments but also how to compose, conduct, and play the bass viol. 
On March 4, 1620, asan example, he signed a receipt for a con
trobaxo bihue/o de Arco, que de un xuego de ocho bihueJas ... 
y dicho contrabaxo con su arquillo se entrego al dicho Moteo 
rromero por Mandado de Su Mgd para enseñar a tañer/e al 
Principe nuestro señor ("bass-viol belonging toa chest of eight 
viols, and the said bass with bow was delivercd to Mateo Ro
mero by ordcr of His Majesty so that he might teach Prince 
Philip how to play it"). 

Musical enthusiasm at court knew no bounds during the 
1620's and 1630's; and Romero, or Maestro Capitán as he had 
long familiarly been known (perhaps because his father had 
been so famous a Spanish captain in the Netherlands), domi
nated every festivity. The duke of Neuburg, Wolfgang Wilhelm 
(1578- 1653), arrived at court in October 1624, and at his depar
ture on March 13, 1625, carried back to Munich the song col
lection in future to be known as the Cancionero de Sablonara 
(copied by Claudio de la Sablonara, royal chape! scribe from 
1599). 

After thirty-five years as maestro of the capilla flamenca, Ro
mero retired on February 22, 1634. He continued to draw full 
pay, however. His successor was Carlos Patiño. Henceforth 
during the century only native-born Spaniards were to conduct 
the royal chape!. But even though he was retired, Philip IV, his 
erstwhile pupil, still found ways to use Romero. Early in 1638, 
for instance, the king dispatched him to Portugal. There he was 
instructed to visit the Duke of Bragan¡;a (who two years later 
was to a~cend the throne as Joao IV). The latter's intentions 
were already feared. Romero, it was hoped in Madrid, would 
sound out the duke. The two had first met at Lisbon in 1619 in 
the cour~e of a state visit of Philip 111 (Philip 11 of Portugal). 
In thc meantime the dukc had bccome known cvcrywhere as one 
of the foremost musical enthusiasts of the epoch. But Romero, 
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it shows thc highcst incidencc of ~hort exclamatory 
V- I-Y and 1- IV- 1 chordal progressions ("Et vitam" 
in Credo). 

For a model upon which to base his Missa Lae
tatus, a 12, Victoria chooses his own Psalm 121 
( = 122), a 12, first published in 1583. Verses 4-5, 
7-12 (Liber usualis numbering) are scored full; the 
others for four or three voices. In this, his only 

'' ho had no ta~te for mixing music with po litics, and who was 
too old to relish traveling, iba muy contra su voluntad ("went 
very u m' illingly" !Noticias de Madrid, January 5, 1638)). What
ever hi' in~tructions. he conducted himself while in Portugal 
with the utmO\t discretion . Proofs of the favor he won with his 
ho~• are found in t he lucrative chaplaincy that Joao IV con
ferred u pon Romero a~ soon as he was crowned king, and in the 
enormou\ quantity of Ro mero's music which he collected for 
his prívate library. No less than seventy of Romero's composi
tions \\ere inventoried in the Primeiro porte do lndex da Livrario 
de Musica do ... Rey Dom loao IV (Lisbon: 1649). 

The repertory that Romero conductcd while royal chapel
mastcr can be kno"'n from a five-page Conocuniento y cargo 
de los Libros de canto que se le entregan para seruir en la dicha 
capilla of No\ember 22, 1612. In this year the active choral 
library rcached thirty-eight books. The printed Mass collections 
included Mora le\ 's Bool.. 11 of 1544. La Hele's Octo Missae of 
1578, Guerrero'~ Bool.. 11 of 1582, Rogier's Missae sex of 1598, 
and Alonso Lobo's Líber primus of 1602; and in addition var
ious 'olumes of Pa lestrina 's and Lassus's masses. The other 
composcrs whose works werc reprcscnted in quantity includcd 
Cornelius Canis, Rodrigo Ceballos, C lemens non papa, Crec
quillon, Claudin de Sermisy, and Victoria. 

Romero dicd atl\ladrid on May 10, 1647, aged approximately 
seventy-two. As heir he named Doña Antonia de Ayala. Con
temporary tribute~ of an extremely fu lsome naturc can be read 
in Juan Ruiz de Robledo's Laura de mrisica eclesiástica (1644). 
the original of which survives in El Escoriallibrary anda copy 
of which is pre~ervcd in MS 1287 at the Madrid Biblioteca Na
cional; in Joao 1 V's Difensa de tu musica (Lisbon: 1649); and 
in a manuscript account of uncertain provcnience by Lázaro 
DiaL del Valle y de la Puerta first published in thc February 24, 
1868, i~~ue of thc Revista y Gaceta Musical de Madrid. 

Barbieri collcctcd a dossier of information fro m which the de
tails in thh note have been extracted. Sce "Papeles del Fondo 
Barbieri," MSS 14069 (Biblioteca Nacional). Jesús Aroca. when 
publi~hing hi~ edition of the Cancionero musical y poético del 
siglo XVII reco¡¡ido por Claudio de la Sablonara (Madrid: Tip . 
de la "Rev. de Arch., Bibl. y Museo~." 1916 (1918)), gathered 
a limited amount of biographical data at page~ 327-330. This 
eJition contains thc twcnty-two secu lar \Ongs of Romero \\hich 
Sablonara cho\e to include among the "pearls and gold" of the 
songbook presented to the Duke of Neuburg, Wo tfgang Wil
helm, at his departure from Madrid on March 13, 1625. Rafael 
Mitjana, at page~ 241-248 of his lengthy " review" of A roca 's 
edition (Rewsta de Filologia Española, VI, 3 (July-Sept. , 19191), 
offercd a few additional details conccrning Romero. A somc
what mi,leaJing condcn\ation of Mitjana'\ notes on Romero 
appeared in the Enciclopedia universal/lustrada, Volume IX, 

psalm a 12, 183 he alludcs nowhere toa psalm-tone. 
All the more interesting in view of his failurc to cite 
any psalm-tone in the sourcc is the fact that cantus 
IV, temporarily the highest voice, does sing Tone I 
(lo the mediation) at Et incarnatus in the mass. Thi~ 
plainsong quotation may be pure accident, however. 

Again, as in the nine-part Pro victoria, tutti pas
sages are rare in both Laetatus psalm and mass. Es
sentially works for three four-part choruses, psalm 
and mass depend upon antiphony for their most 
striking effects. Though in the mass such solo movc
mcnts as Christe, Domine Deus I and 11, Crucifixus, 
and Benedictus open with imitative points, the other 
movements Iack any. Again, as in the other I600 
masses, (1) his "key" is boldly F Major; (2) four ac
cidentals are employed-8~ ( = ;;), F~, C~, and Eb; 
(3) the highest note in any of the four cantus parts 
is e1b; (4) the lowest note in cither bass part is D1; 
(5) in tutti passages, the thrce lowest voices move in 
octaves or unisons. In the organ parts, the notes Dt, 
F1, and G1 support chords not negotiable by two 
hands: and rnust be presumed to have been played 
on the pedal. These pedal notes appear exclusively 
in such wordy movcments184 as Et in terra pax (mm. 
8-19), Qui tollis (mm. 96, 98), Patrem omnipoten
tem (mm. 7-10), and Et in Spiritum Sanctum (mm. 
I22, 125- 126, 147, 161, 163, 165, I71). Since these 
pedal notes appear always in loud contexts, the or
gan was more than an optional "for practice only" 
part, and had the added virtue of lending weight at 
climaxes. 

Victoria reverses the roles of choruses I and 111 

Apéndice ( 1933), at pagc 388. J. B. Trend, because he translated 
thc Espasa-Calpe article without confirming the dates, con
tributcd a rather unsatisfactory biography to Grove's Diction
ary of Music and Musicians (5th ed.), VIl, 221. 

Paul Becquart, who publi~hed his transcription that form~ thc 
bul].. of his a nicle, "A u su jet de Mateo Romero (Rosmarin) Le~ 
note\ biographiques de Barbieri de la Biblioteque Nationale a 
1\ladrid," in Anuario Musical, XXV (1970), 98-103, provided 
a compendium Romero bibliography in his first footnote. See 
also Bccquart's article "Matheo Romero-Mathieu Rosmarin" 
in Bul/etin de la Société Liégeoise de Musicologie, 1983. 

Emilio Casares published llarbieri's data on Romero in Bio
grafias y documentos sobre mrisica y mzisicos españoles (Legado 
Barbieri) (MadriJ, Fundación Banco Exterior, 1986), pp. 
413-418. 

1110nly one other Victoria work a 11 (three ~-pan choruses) 
reached print during his lifetime-the Magníficat Sexti tom 
(1600). See VicO, 111,95- 106. Psalm 104, Confítemim Domino 
(u 11), sung on Trinity Sunday, 1573 (see VicO, VoL VIII, p. 
XIX) docs not descend to us. 

1
8

4 Thc Sanctus shows such chords at mm. 9 and 13. 
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throughout-chorus Ill in the 1600 mass singing 
what was allotted to chorus 1 in the 1583 psalm (cf. 
Kyrie 11 with "Fíat pax"; and Patrem omnipoten
tcm with "llluc enim"); 185 and vice versa. In both 
1583 psalm and 1600 mass the organist persists in 
duplicating chorus l. This switching of roles there
fore means that the organ part differs also-even 
though the aggregate of the dozen voices remains 
identical in such sections as Kyrie 11 and the open
ing of Patrem omnipotentem. 

Whatever the distinctive merits of Victoria's 1600 
masses, his muse during his late forties would be 
deemed by sorne hidebound critics to have drooped 
(like the muse of certain later-day Romanticists)
were these 1600 masses the only works from his final 
period in Spain whereupon to rest a judgment. For
tunately, he is spared this judgment by virtue of his 
"swan song," the Offlcium defunctorum, publishcd 
at Madrid in 1605. At another place has been given 
an account of the circumstances that called forth this 
"crowning work of a great genius," as Karl Proske 
du bbed it. 186 Wholly apart from its more serious 
subject matter, the Missa pro defunctis in the 1605 
imprint (folios 1-18) would win greater sympathy 
than the 1600 masses, (1) because the individual sec
tions are not forever joyously in "F Major", and (2) 
because the bright bauble of antiphony does not 
forecast Baroque glitter. 

So far as the parts set polyphonically are con
cerned. Victoria's two Pro defunctis Masses-the 
first of 1583 and the second of 1605-resemble each 
other closely. In the 1583 offertory he requires 
Quam olim to be sung polyphonically after the ver
sicle Hostias et preces; though not in the 1605 offer
tory. 187 The 1583 mass includes polyphony for three 

lts VicO, VIl, 35 (=VI, 62); VIl, 29 (=VI, 75). 
1 16 VicO, Vol. VIII, p. LXIX. 
117 VicO, VI, 110- 111 (1583); 133- 134 (1605). Note also that 

the text of the 1583 offertory differs from that of the 1605. In 
the 1583 he set libera animasfidelium defunctorum (VicO, VI, 
108), whereas in the 1605 he inserted "omnium" asan added 
word-libera animas omnium fídelium defunctorum (VicO, 
VJ, 131). 

A German andan English edition of the Officium defuncto
rum-both using only G- and F-clefs and both with al! sections 
transposed-were published in 1962 (Missa pro defunctis cum 
responsorio Libera me Domine 1605 6 gemischte Stimmen a 
cappella, edited by Rudolf Walter [Regensburg: Friedrich Pus
tet)) and in 1978 (Requiem a 6, edited by David Wulstan [Ox
ford: Blackwell's Music Shop)). In both German and English 
editions, every section is transposed up a minor third, except the 

Agnuses; but the 1605 for only 1 and 111. Otherwise, 
the succession of polyphonic numbers is the same 
throughout both masses. To turn now to the music 
added for the Office of the Dead and the Burial Ser
vice: both the 1583 and 1605 publicalions provide 
polyphonic settings of the Libera me responsory. The 
music for the versicle of this responsory-Tremens 
factus su m ego, a 3-is indeed identical in both pub
lications. The 1605 publication continues with a 
motel, Versa est in luctum (the words taken from 
Job 30:31 ami 7: 16b), anda lesson, Taedet animam 
meam (Job 10:1-7), 10 be sung at the first noclurn 
of matins. 

Just as Victoria becomes ever more concisc in his 
1592 and 1600 books of masses, so also lhe 1605 
Requiem (as a whole and in most of its individual 
sections) is shorter than the 1583. lnstead of 43 + 
35 bars in the 1583 gradual, 109 in thc offertory, 
and 19 + 17 in the Sanctus; 23 + 23 bars comprise 
the 1605 gradual, 78 the offertory, and 17 + 16 
the Sanctus. The 1583 Requiem included polyphony 
for Agnuses 1, 11, and lll; but in 1605 he sels only 
1 and lll. 

Throughout the 1583 Requiem, the plainsong 
was confideú uniformly to the highest of the four 
voices. 188 As a general rule, the paraphrased plain
song is to be found in cantus 11 of the 1605 version. 
In the offertory, he gives it to the altus. Victoria 
sharps severa! notes in the 1605 plainsong-bearing 
voices which were obligatorily natural in thc 1583. 
For such natural versus sharp notes, compare 
graduals: mm. 9-11 vs. 8; offertories: mm. 5 vs. 2, 
39 vs. 27, 98 vs. 70; Sanctuses: meas. 11 vs. rnm. 
11-12; Benedictuses: meas. 16 vs. meas. 12. Exam
ples from the two Benedictuses are shown below. No 
one can doubt that in the 1583 version the f marked 
with an astcrisk must be natural; nor that in the 1605 
thc f must be sharped: yet lhe identical plainchant 
is at stake. After he rcturned to Spain, did Victoria 

Gradual, where voices ha ve been lowered a major second from 
Victoria's pitches. Both Walter and Wulstan opt for the stan
dard 2:1 reduction ratio, but Walter bars in 4/2 rather than 212. 
Although Victoria did not specify repetition of the polyphonic 
Quam olim Abrahae after plainchanted Hostias et preces in the 
1605 ímprint, both Walter and Wulstan exercise their editorial 
prerogative and require it. Walter omits the motel Versa est in 
luctum and also Lectio JI, Taedet anima meam. Wulstan in
eludes them, and his edition is therefore preferable. 

181 The plainsong incipits at the beginnings of the versicle In 
memoria (VicO, VI, 106, 130) and the offertory Domine Jesu 
Christe (VI, 108, 131) differ materially. 
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dcliberately accede to local usage, which throughout 
the sixteenth century always called for far more 
sharping in plainsong than was elscwhere cus
tomary? Significantly enough, any change of acci
dental in the plainsong-bearing voice in 1605 involves 
sharping: no notes sharped in 1583 become naturals 
in the 1605 Requiem. 

T 
8 

A 
TI 

Cnal 

~~ r 
1n n· ul· biS) 

Ben«Lrn.s ( 16 0 ) ) 
190 

Ho· ...,. (M) 

d ~ 1.---:L!. 4.-~ ~ 
Ho· U-n· M 

(na) 

Ho- u.n-

Ho. '•n· na ho· un· na 

T~J -~-~~~~:J=fif-= 
Ho · s:an- na. ho· san· (na) 

In no one number of either the 1583 or 1605 Re
quiem does he call for more than four different ac
cidentals. The introit and opening Kyries of both 
Requiems carry Bb in their signatures: B~, Ft, Ct, 
and Eb are therefore the accidentals. In the 1583 
gradual, his accidentals are F:, C'::, G:, and Bh; in 
the 1605, all these except Bb. Although the acciden
tals in the remaining pieces of each Requiem never 
exceed four, the fact that he uses a different set in 
the introits from the set in the graduals or offerto
ries lends variety. To vary the cadences he chooses 
A for the finals of the graduals (each Requiem), D 
for the offertories, A for the Sanctuses, and G for 
the Benedictuses, the Agnuses, and the Communios. 
This change of final from number to number-and 
with it the orbit of cadences surrounding the final
gratifies the ear in a way that none of his other 
masses (cxcept the De beata Virgine) is permittcd to 
assuagc 1 he listener. 

••9 VicO, VI, 113. 
190 /bid., p. 136. 

The 1605 Requiem calls for an abundance of low 
O, 'sin the bass. These are buttressed, however, by 
O an octave above in tenor 11; or if tenor 11 sings 
sorne other note, by two notes, O, andO, appearing 
conjointly in the bass part. The bass line, a lthough 
not unvocal, abounds in fourths, fifths, ami octaves. 
Cantus 1 reached g 1 in the gradual. The disposition 
of voices, CCATTB, provcs of itself that Victoria 
foresaw the dangers of too thick and muddled a con
glomeration of low voices. The addition of a cantus 
1 as a counterpointing voice above the plainsong
bearing voice (cantus Il) is in itself a masterstroke. 
The vocal orchestration shows everywhere the most 
exquisite refinement. 

As for dissonance-treatment, he excludes the time
honored nota cambiata, but does make considerable 
use of the consonan! fourth in suspensions. On oc
casion, he even specifies the "consonant" seventh 
(see Introit, meas. 48): 19 1 

(.,.... w 

Were the chord marked by an asterisk in the next ex
ample to be met in a later composer's works it would 
be classed at once as a (secondary) dominant scventh 
chord (Benedictus, meas. 16): 192 

(n<dl . '" 

(ucd) • '" 

Throughout thc 1605 Requiem he frequently uses for 
their Ajfekt other inverted "secondary seventh 
chords." Examples may be seen in the Graduale 
(meas. 28 [erit justus]), Offertorium (meas. 202), 
Sanctus (meas. 114), Communio (mm. l02, 402); in 
the motet Versa est in /uctum (meas. 562), the rc
sponsory Libera me (meas. 682 [Requiem aetemam)), 

191 /bid., p. 126. 
'
92 lbid., p. 136. Ser also Gradua1e, meas. 15 2 (p. 129). How· 

ever, this latter instance m ay involve a misprinted f' in cantus 
1 for d'. 
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and in the lesson Taedet me (mm. 25h 68J). Two 
examples from Taedet me are reproduced here.•9 l 
However frequent their use in thc 1605 Requiem, 

,.,_ 

.,.._ ( .. ) 
such chords do not figure in the 1583 Requiem. Vic
toria also makes interesting use of the augmented 
chord in Versa est in luctum (meas. 25) to reinforce 
in musical terms the idea of jlentium ("weeping"): 

V•¡(), VI, 142. 

¡· 
'" YO• crm Oen· 

r r 
; 1 

ID YO• «m 

With six real parts at his disposal, the upper two 
of which cross free! y, he contri ves a number of pas
sages that sound as if parallel block-chords were in
tended. As early as mm. 7-9 of the lntroit, the ear 
is deceived-especially if cantus 1 stands beside 
cantus 11 during performance-into believing that he 
wrote such impressionistic parallelisms between 
cantus l and bassus as the following: 

Vrl(), VI. 12~. 

Similarly striking mock-parallelisms mark the out
set of Kyrie ll. These make their most telling effect 
when two-octaves separate the outer voices; and 
when the mock-parallelism involves roots in stepwise 
relation. 

In this Requiem, perhaps more than any of his 
other masses, Victoria writes "expressive" harmony. 
As especially telling proofs of his "expressive" 
powers may be cited the passages at ne cadant in ob
scurum ("nor lct them fall into darkness") in the 

l9lfbid., pp. 148, 150. 

Offertorium; 194 after "let light eterna! shine u pon 
them" at Quia pius es ("because Thou art merci
ful") in the Communio; 195 and after "spare me, 
O God" at nihil enim sunt dies mei ("for my days 
are nothing") in Versa est in luctum.l 96 At obscu
rum, he achieves an impressively dar k and somber 
sound, with the first-inversion of G minar standing 
in phrygian relation toA Majar. At Quia, a sudden 
shaft of tenderness overflows the listener when a 
quite unexpected A-Majar chord succeeds a general 
pause in the six parts. At nihil enim sunt, he pushes 
his cantus I up to e• in a shrilllament, juxtaposing 
the first-inversion D-minor chord with E Majar. 

The Lectio is a homophonic piece.l 97 lmitative 
play is held to a mínimum, for that matter, in all 
sections of the Requiem, including the Responso
rium for the Absolution. 198 When voices do per
chance m ove independently, he writes fas ter notes 
more freely in inner than outer voices. These rapid 
inner passages cast a haze around the chord changes, 
much as a painter's chiaroscuro suffuses a canvas 
with half-lights in place of sharp outlines. 

MAGNIFICATS 

In 1576 Victoria published his first six magnificats
a pair each for Tones 1, IV, and VIII. Five years 
later he published, again at Rome, a complete set of 
sixteen. The 1581 book contains an odd- and even
verse setting for each of the eight tones. Ten of the 
1581 settings (Tones ll, lll, V, VI, VII) were new. 
The remainder were reprinted from his 1576 Liber 
Primus. Qui Missas, Psalmos, Magnijicat, ... Afia
que Complectitur. Strange though it may seem when 
one considers their respective ages, Victoria's 1581 
Cantica B. Virginis199 did not follow, but preceded 
by a decade, the only such book that Palestrina pub
lished in his lifetime-Magnificat octo tonorum. 
Liber primus (Rome: Alessandro Gardano, 1591). 

194 /bid.,p. 132. 
I9S /bid., pp. 139, 140. 
' 96 /bid., p. 142. 
197Jbid., pp. 148- 151. 
191 fbid., pp. 143-1 47 . 
199 Pedrell omitted ten words when he attempted to transcribe 

the full title (VicO, Vol. V111, p. XXIX; and Tomás Luis de Vic
toria (1918), p. 60). See Casimiri, op. cit., p. 183, n. 2. Casimiri 
found no less than forty-five other serious errors in Pedrell's 
transcriptions of titles and dedications. 

 


